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Abstract

Scaling of Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) to thousands of concurrent players

is often restricted due to the centralized architecture of most games. Some design issues of

decentralized approaches take their nature in the limitations of the de facto standard TCP/IP

Internet protocol suite. Using concepts from the Recursive InterNetwork Architecture (RINA), a

novel network architecture that takes as premise that networking is Inter Process Communication

(IPC) and only IPC, combined with a regional model that partitions the game world into static

regions, a prototype MMOG was developed which is effectively scalable by dynamically creating

and managing sub-peer-to-peer networks based on in-game location. Finally, some series of tests

prove the feasibility and scalability of the approach in terms of network resource requirements

for an individual peer. This is done by measuring P2P connections and data transfer rates in

function of variable region sizes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) are an
immensly popular genre among network gamers, and

now attract millions of users, who play simultaneously in an
evolving virtual world. The most common way to provide
service to MMOGs is based on a centralized management
provided by client-server structures. Efforts have been made
to develop MMOGs in a decentralized manner, yet this task
remains difficult. The function of game event dissemination
frequently depends on application-level multicast (ALM) such
as structured P2P overlays[1], as the current TCP/IP network
architecture has failed to come with a robust IP multicast[2].
However, it remains an application level solution, which will
never be as optimal as a well-implemented network service.
On top of that, a problem with the ALMs using P2P overlays
is that the end-to-end delay can become large, as a game event
often can be relayed by multiple forwarders before it arrives at
the final receiver, especially with a large sized multicast group.

With the emergence of Recursive InterNetwork Architecture
(RINA) and some prototypes implementing its principles, the
question can be raised if it is possible to create a scalable,
decentralized multiplayer game by using the RINA principles
to dynamically create and manage networks based on in-game
location. The latter is possible due to the fact that network
connections, or flows, as they are called in the RINA protocol
suite, can be allocated by supplying a name that has been

bound to an application.

In Section II, a background on RINA and current research on
P2P MMOG development is laid out. Section III examines the
used techniques, algorithms and networking principles as part
of the design of the proof-of-concept game. Consequently, the
implementation details such as used frameworks are described
in Section IV. The prototype is tested for its feasibility and
network efficiency in Section V. Finally, a conclusion and
proposals for future research are formulated in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Recursive InterNetwork Architecture
If RINA were to be summarized in one sentence, it would

state the single premise that ‘networking is interprocess
communication (IPC) and IPC only’[3]. IPC requires some
functions provided by the operating system, including
locating processes, determining permissions, passing along
information, allocating and managing resources and memory.
If these functions were to be called an IPC Facility, the set
of functions that handle these requirements over multiple
machines could be called a Distributed IPC Facility (DIF).
Instead of the multiple layers with different functions, as is the
case in the TCP/IP protocol suite, a single layer representing
this DIF can be used and repeated on top of each other over
different scopes, hence the recursiveness. Every layer thus
has the same functions, but each of the layers can provide
different network characteristics (e.g. capacity, loss, delay) by
the use of different policies over different scopes.

Another important difference with the TCP/IP protocol
suite is that not machines, but application processes (APs)
individually are reachable over the network. In RINA, APs,
or even running application process instances (APIs) can be
bound to a given name which can then be registered in one
or more DIFs. Supplying this name when trying to allocate a
flow will set up a flow to the AP(I) bound to it.

The Ouroboros prototype[4] is a native C implementation of
RINA, currently being developed at Ghent University by dr.
Dimitri Staessens and Sander Vrijders. The prototype frame-
work contains libraries which expose a set of programmable
interfaces for the complete setup of RINA networks and
network functions for applications, the latter handling the
allocation and deallocation of flows (with a certain quality of
service), and the means to read and write from said flows.



It is on top of this networking framework that the prototype
MMOG is built.

B. P2P Design Challenges

One of the main issues of not having an authoritative
central server dictating the game is the problem of Interest
Management (IM)[5]. The concept of IM can be described as
following; the techniques used to create the illusion that the
entire virtual world of the MMOG is shared and consistent
amongst all players. Two observations can be made: a single
player does not need to receive updates of other players or
the world if it does not affect it (e.g. because the player is too
far away from those other players/region). Secondly, a player
has only limited moving speed and sensing capabilities. This
leads to the conclusion that a player’s view of the world can
be limited to its own Area of Interest (AOI).

Consider the following coarse-grained IM approach where
the world is partitioned into static regions. Players that reside
in this region can receive and send updates to all other players
inside the same region (or neighboring regions)[6]. For this to
work, a player has to determine which regions intersect with
its AOI. The region’s publish channels can have a one-on-one
relationship with multicast groups.

A second issue on how relevant information is actually
delivered to the players is called Game Event Dissemination.
A suitable approach would be to use multicast groups, trusting
on ALMs[1], who are in turn a sub-optimal substitute for the
failed IP multicast[2]. Even though RINA supports multicast,
this feature has not been implemented yet in the Ouroroboros
prototype, and should therefore be carried out on an application
level as well. However, a strong-point of RINA is its anycast
feature: name-to-address mapping within a DIF does not have
to be a one-on-one relationship. A name can be bound to
several addresses. When a flow is allocated to said name, the
IPCP will pick one of the addresses.

C. Choice of MMOG

The choice of prototype MMOG to design and implement
using a P2P approach fell on Agar.io[7], a relatively simple
game, yet with enough features to provide an interesting case
for a proof-of-concept. In short, the game world in Agar.io
represents a large petri dish, where the player controls a cell.
The cell will follow the mouse pointer and move through
the field. The objective is to gain as much mass as possible.
This can be done by either eating small pieces of food spread
over the petri dish field (only increasing the mass by a small
amount), or by consuming other smaller players’ cells. Of
course, the player’s cell can be consumed by other players
as well. The objective is to re-implement this game with a
decentralized design on top of the Ouroboros framework. The
prototype game will be called Ouroborosio.

(−1, 0) (1, 0)

(0,−1)(−1,−1) (1,−1)

(0, 1) (−1, 1) (1, 1)

player

Area of Interest

view

Fig. 1: Scaling Ouroborosio gameplay by making use of static
regions. To ensure that the view of the local player shows
the correct scene content, game events and updates should be
received from all the neighbouring fields, i.e. the player’s AOI
should be the nine fields enclosed in the green square. Note
that fields can be identified uniquely by their position in the
global scene.

III. DESIGN

A. Interest Management using Region Model

To support scalable, infinite gameplay, the game world is
partitioned into static regions, as is visualized in Figure 1. A
region is a square field uniquely identifiable by its position in
the global scene. To support IM, the AOI of a player is defined
to be the region he resides in plus its eight direct neighbors.
The AOI should be at least large enough to encompass a
player’s view of the game, this way, his immersion and
illusion that he resides in the entire virtual world of the game
is ensured.

The AOI has to be continually updated. When the player
crosses a border and joins a new region, the AOI is restored to
be this region plus its eight direct neighbors again. To evade
the scenario where a player crosses borders repeatedly in a fast
manner, therefore causing unwanted stress on the network by
downloading and syncing with the same fields over and over
again, buffer borders were inserted, displayed as dotted lines in
Figure 1. When crossing a real border, new neighboring fields
along the movement vector of the player are downloaded, but
old fields in the opposite direction that are not neighboring
anymore are not dropped immediately. Only when crossing
the buffer border, said fields are dropped.



B. Network Discovery and Dynamic Region Management

Without a central authoritative server, the problem arises of
how a peer can join a networked instance of the prototype.
Here the name binding and anycast feature of RINA can be
used advantageously. Consider the proposed solution: every
peer can bind its game AP to a global name, hardcoded in
the APs binary, and when starting the game, the API can
be bound to a uniquely identifiable name. Upon starting the
game, a peer can attempt to allocate a flow to the global
name. If successful, a flow with a random peer that has bound
its AP to the name will be established, meaning a networked
instance of Ouroborosio is already running and the game state
information can be downloaded, allowing the peer to join
the network. If unsuccesful, the peer is the first one to start
Ouroborosio and should initialize the game state locally. In
the game state, the uniquely identifiable names of the peers
are passed, such that a new peer can establish unicast flows
to every other peer, effectively merging in the P2P network.
The networking discovery and game initialization is depicted
in Figure 2.

The principle of anycast can be further leveraged to dynam-
ically create and sustain the regions that make up a player’s
AOI. Peers can bind their API to a name which uniquely
identifies the region, e.g. by using the region’s coordinates
in the global scene. Moreover, the peer can do this for every
region it has knowledge of, i.e. every region in its AOI. When
the AOI is updated due to the peer entering a different region,
the peer can try to establish a flow by supplying the required
new regions’ names. Successful allocations with random peers
who have bound their API to the unique names of those new
regions (because they reside in their respective AOIs) lead to
the download and state synchronization of the new regions
(including connecting to all new peers residing in them).
Unsuccessful allocations indicate the absence of the region
in any existing peer’s AOI. Consequently, the peer should
initialize the field locally. In both cases, after the download
or creation, the peer binds his API to the new region’s name
to make it reachable in the P2P network. When a region is
dropped from the AOI, the peer can unbind its API from the
region’s name and the its local state can be erased.

C. Game Event Loop

Using the techniques above, and basic principles of game
design, a game event loop can be devised. Before entering
the actual loop, the player starts the game and downloads
or initializes its starting regions according to the principles
explained above. Upon initialization, the following loop is
executed between every 16 or 50 milliseconds, depending on
the configuration;

1) The local player’s move actions are performed (e.g.
moving or splitting its cells).

2) Collision detection algorithms and handling functions
determine if the player eats a food pellet or other
players’ blobs. In the occurrence of such an event, the
event is immediately published to the P2P network of
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Fig. 2: The protocol of a new peer joining a game of Ouroboro-
sio. (a) First, the joining peer sets up an undirected flow using
the global name. (b) Through this flow, the actual game state
and other peers’ information can be downloaded. (c) This
allows the joining peer to set up flows to all the other peers
and effectively join the network, and by extension, the game.
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Fig. 3: The relationship between the view, the scene and the
item. The scene acts as a container for the different items.
Using a Binary Space Partitioning tree, items can be managed
efficiently. The contents of the same scene can be viewed and
manipulated through multiple views.

the player such that the other peers can update their
state.

3) The current state of the player (i.e. blobs’ positions and
sizes) are published to the P2P network.

4) The AOI is updated in the case a real border or buffer
border is crossed, using the aforementioned procedures.
It is here that the dynamic P2P network of the peer is
updated.

5) The scene contents are rendered and displayed.
Note that during the execution of the event loop events

coming from other peers are received and applied to the local
game state asynchronously.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Qt Framework

Ouroborosio was chosen to be implemented in the Qt
Framework[8][9], a robust cross-platform GUI development
framework, with support for 2D graphics design and
development through the Graphics View Framework, as
illustrated in Figure 3. This framework provides a surface,
the scene, for managing and interacting with a large number
of custom-made 2D graphical items, and a view widget for
visualizing the items, with support for affine transformations.

Aside from the graphics, the Qt Framework is implemented
around an asynchronous architecture based on event-loops with
light-weight events called signals and slots. The signal-slot
connections are used for a publish/subscribe-communication
model between objects as well as threads. Note that the net-
working functions are executed as much as possible on separate
threads, as not to interrupt the main thread executing the
event loop to ensure smooth gameplay and responsiveness. The
resulting prototype of Ouroborosio is showcased in Figure 4.

B. Google Protocol Buffers
Protocol Buffers, created by Google Developers, are

a language-neutral, platform-neutral, extensible way of
serializing structured data for use in communications
protocols and data storage[10]. Data messages can be variable
of length and are efficiently compressed. A set of messages
were defined to allow peers to send and receive data over the
flows to each other. Using one message with several optional
submessages and a packed header, dynamic identification
of the message type is possible. Remark that as SDU
fragmentation is not (yet) implemented in the Ouroboros
prototype, this is done on application level making use of the
Protocol Buffers.

V. NETWORK PERFORMANCE TESTS & ANALYSIS

Having developed a proof-of-concept supporting scalable
decentralized gaming, some tests and analysis on its
effectiveness in terms of network resources needed from
peers can be performed. To this end, simple bots imitating
human players’ behavior were created, who can be run on
instances of the game without UI. The controlled variables in
the experiments were the total playable area (chosen to be
an area of 20000 × 20000 pixels), the amount of bot peers
concurrently playing (chosen to be 10) and the duration of a
testgame (chosen to be 30 seconds set-up time plus 2 minutes
of gameplay with all 10 bots in play). The independent
variable is the amount of regions needed to represent the total
playable area, depicted in Table I. The dependent variables
to be measured are the average network transfer rates (up-
and download of regions and game state information, up- and
download of player event messages) and the average number
of flow establishments (i.e. flow allocations and flow accepts)
per peer.

TABLE I: Independent variable choices for network perfor-
mance test cases.

regions region size (pixels) AOIpeer
total area

test 1 1× 1 20000× 20000 100%
test 2 4× 4 5000× 5000 56.25%
test 3 5× 5 4000× 4000 36%
test 4 6× 6 3333× 3333 25%
test 5 8× 8 2500× 2500 14.06%

The results of test 1 and 5 are displayed in Figure 5. Here
it is interesting to see the scalability at work; in test 1, a
classical fully connected P2P leads to (n− 1) flows per peer
to connect with all other peers. A great deal of unnecessary
data is sent and received; the peer will download a huge field
in which there will be parts it will never trespass, and it will
publish and receive events from peers it will never come in
contact with. In test 5, the dynamic P2P network can clearly
be seen at work. The network flow spikes indicate the up-
or download of regions as the AOI of the peer continually
changes. Its efficiency is reflected in the cumulative data



(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Gameplay screenshots taken from the Ouroborosio pro-
totype. (a) shows the game from a regular player’s viewpoint.
(b) shows a debugging mode, where extra visualizations, such
as the P2P unicast flows and the AOI regions, were added for
debugging and testing purposes. The game’s parameters are
entirely configurable via command line arguments.

transfer: substantially less transferred data is observed.

Finally, the five test cases are compared to each other. Each
test was repeated five times, where the data transfer rates and
flow establishments were averaged over the ten peer bots. The
result is shown in Figure 6, where the measured averages and
their respective 95% confidence intervals are plotted. Here the
network efficiency of the region model can truly be recognized.

Fig. 5: Comparison of a single region (top) and 8 by 8 regions
(bottom) spanning the same total area. The use of the region
model is a lot more data efficient, yet requires more flow
establishements.

Fig. 6: Network performances in function of region sizes. The
dynamic P2P networks using the region model prove to be
efficient.

With smaller region sizes, the average data transfer rate goes
down. This comes at the cost of having to establish more flows.
However, supporting on the Ouroboros prototype for efficient
flow management, this effect poses no problem.

VI. CONCLUSION

Scaling of MMOGs is often restricted due to their
centralized design. Decentralized approaches are impeded by
limitations of the de facto standard TCP/IP Internet protocol
suite. A proof-of-concept MMOG was developed which is



effectively scalable by dynamically creating and managing
sub-peer-to-peer networks based on the AOI of a player,
supporting on principles of the novel RINA networking
architecture. Leveraging the anycast and name-to-address
binding features of the Ouroboros prototype to perform
network discovery and dynamic network managing, the
game was developed using a region model on top of the
Qt Framework. Tests measuring the number of flows and
average data transfer rates indicate the scalability and network
efficiency of the concept.

Future work is proposed on the case where one region is
highly populated, which could potentially cause network com-
munication problems. To circumvent this potential bottleneck,
one could use dynamic regions that change size according with
the amount of peers in the vicinity. Also, more fine-grained IM
approaches using RINA principles can be researched. Finally,
to put the contributed techniques to the test, the viability of a
full-blown, complex MMOG could be explored.
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1
Introduction

Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) are an immensely popular genre among

network gamers, and now attract millions of users, who play simultaneously in an evolv-

ing virtual world. The most common way to provide service to MMOGs is based on

a centralized management provided by client-server structures, usually based on cluster

platforms. The huge number of concurrent players requires the availability of high per-

formance computation servers. Additionally, gaming aware distribution mechanisms are

needed to distribute game instances among servers to avoid load imbalances that affect

performance negatively.

Some significant research on peer-to-peer distributed virtual environments (P2P DVEs),

which can support peer-to-peer MMOGs, has yielded many new techniques, yet few have

been adopted by deployed systems. Nearly every aspect of running a reliable DVE becomes

more challenging in a peer-to-peer architecture. Still, a peer-to-peer based approach could

be more scalable and cheaper compared to the client-server approach.

Apart from this, design and development of several prototypes of a new network ar-

chitecture have recently made advancements. This new architecture is called Recursive

Internetwork Architecture (RINA), which rests on the premise that networking is inter-

process communication (IPC) and IPC only. By distributing the set of functions that

handle IPC over multiple machines, so-called Distributed IPC Facilities (DIFs) can be

created that effectively support communication between those multiple machines. One of

the prototypes implementing the RINA principles is the Ouroboros prototype, currently
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being developed at Ghent University by dr. Dimitri Staessens and Sander Vrijders.

As some of the issues concerning peer-to-peer development of MMOGs take their nature

in the limitations of the current network architecture, the TCP/IP protocol suite, it is of

interest to see if the question of developing a decentralized, scalable MMOG would be a

possibility on this new networking architecture. As will be seen, this network architecture

allows for fast network construction, and through its principles, a suitable approach is

based on in-game location of players. This is due to the fact that network flows, as they

are called in the RINA protocol suite, can be allocated by supplying a name that has

been bound to an application.

Having stated the above, the goal of this work can be stated as follows: Is it possible

to create a scalable, decentralized multiplayer game by using the RINA principles to

dynamically create and manage networks based on in-game location? The posed question

can be split into two components. First, a scalable decentralized prototype of a small

MMOG will be developed on top of the Ouroboros prototype. Next, research will be done

using the prototype to discover if the scalability is feasible in terms of network stress for

the peers.

1.1 Outline

The remainder of this work is outlined as follows. In Chapter 2, the current work and

literature on both RINA and the Ouroboros prototype on the one hand and on peer-to-

peer MMOG development and its issues on the other hand will be discussed.

In Chapter 3, the design principles, techniques and network algorithms of the proto-

type game are laid out. Also the practical side of things, used frameworks and other

implementation-specific details of the designs are explained. Note that two versions of

the game were designed and implemented in sequence. In a first iteration, the prototype

was build where the network was a fully connected peer-to-peer network with a limited

playable area. In the second iteration, the change was made to support dynamically cre-

ated sub-peer-to-peer networks based on the in-game location, with the purpose of scaling

the gameplay.

With the proof-of-concept game constructed, the series of feasibility tests are conducted

and reported on in Chapter 4.

Finally, some hints and thoughts on future work are proposed in Chapter 5, and a final

conclusion is formulated in Chapter 6.
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2
Literature Review and Current Work

In this preliminary chapter, the principles and implementations of a new network archi-

tecture, Recursive Internetwork Architecture (RINA), as well as a comparison between

the current dominant TCP/IP architecture and RINA are made in Section 2.1. The

Ouroboros prototype, a framework implementing the RINA principles, will also be exam-

ined in this Section.

Next, the state of the art on the design of peer-to-peer MMOGs and its issues are discussed

in Section 2.2.

2.1 Recursive Internetwork Architecture

RINA is a novel network architecture first introduced by John Day in his book “Patterns

in Network Architecture: A return to Fundamentals” [1].

Today’s form of Internet has not been able to keep up, or kept up in unsound ways, with

the increasing requirements of modern services (e.g. security, wireless, quality-of-service,

mobility, scalability, etc.). RINA is based on first principles, returning to the roots.

To explain RINA, it is useful to start from what design principles and features the idea

started. Firstly, note that RINA is a clean slate technology, meaning that it has been

built from the ground up. It does not build upon, fix, change, or add anything to the

existing TCP/IP protocol suite. Rather, it is based on a sound novel networking theory.
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In theory, the TCP/IP architecture should be replaceable by RINA.

If RINA were to be summarized in one sentence, it would state the single premise that

‘networking is interprocess communication1 (IPC) and IPC only’. IPC requires some

functions provided by the operating system, including locating processes, determining

permissions, passing along information, allocating and managing resources and memory.

If these functions were to be called an IPC Facility, the set of functions that handle these

requirements over multiple machines could be called a Distributed IPC Facility (DIF).

Instead of the multiple layers with different functions, as is the case in the TCP/IP

protocol suite, a single layer representing this DIF can be used and repeated on top

of each other over different scopes, hence the recursiveness. Every layer thus has the

same functions, but each of the layers can provide different network characteristics (e.g.

capacity, loss, delay) by the use of different policies over several scopes.

2.1.1 Fundamental Limitations of the Current Internet

As time went on, and the importance and need of the Internet ever grew, it became clear

that the current model is facing several limitations. The TCP/IP protocol suite was not

based on a formal architecture. With every enhancement, backwards compatibility was

needed. The main challenges of today’s Internet are considered to be the following [2] [3]:

1. Network security: The TCP/IP protocol suite as it was developed, did not contain

any inherent mechanisms concerning security. As the origins of the Internet in

ARPANET started out as an experiment, there was never an urge for security, as

there were a plethora of other design problems and issues to solve. It is only over

time, when the Internet became used by businesses and commercially, it became

clear there was a huge need for secured Internet. Nowadays, network security is

one of the most active research areas. Over the years add-ons (e.g. protocols) at

several layers were implemented to secure the Internet. Protocols may be secure, but

the overall architecture is not self-protected against malicious attacks. The list is

plentiful; (D)DoS attacks, man-in-the-middle and spoofing attacks, port-scanning,

phishing, etc.

2. Multi-homed nodes: The need for multi-homing, where a node simultaneously

maintains multiple connections to the network, is growing. Its advantages are the

elimination of a single point of failure and the use of multiple connections for load-

balancing purposes. Both are of paramount importance with today’s Internet need-

ing to support more broader and more different services than ever. Again, add-ons

1As a reminder, interprocess communication (IPC) is the set of mechanisms used by an operating
system to allow different running applications (on single machine or on multiple machines) to communicate
and share and manage data.
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intend to solve this issues. However they remain suboptimal as it is a problem with

its roots in the design of the TCP/IP protocol suite.

3. Support of mobility: Mobility is no more than the dynamic version of the pre-

viously explained multi-homing, with the addition of expected failures. This has

the advantage that an architecture implementing good working multi-homing, will

also provide mobility without the need for extra protocols. Current mobility is only

restricted to specific scenarios (i.e. hand-off and Mobile IP) and are still not flawless

(with long delays, disconnections and low performance).

4. Routing performance: The current inter-domain routing system is reaching fun-

damental limits in terms of routing table scalability that in turn impact its conver-

gence, and robustness/stability properties. The exponential growth of the number

of connected devices to the Internet is hardly kept up by both hardware, i.e. the

capacity of the Internet backbone routers, as routing tables have to grow in the same

exponential manner. Same goes for CPU power needed to compute routing tables

and topologies. With the world supposedly on the verge of an Internet of Things

revolution, where the number of nodes will explode, a better solution is needed.

5. IPv4 address space exhaustion: The little under 4.3 billion address are soon

to be depleted, this due to the emergence of mobile devices, always-on connections,

the natural rise in amount of Internet users and the inefficient allocation and use of

addresses. Early mitigation efforts include for example Network Address Translation

(NAT), again being add-ons to the original stack and not inherent to the design.

The birth of IPv6 solved these problems, yet introduces others. With an address

size of 128 bits, four times larger than IPv4 address, the previously mentioned issue

of hardware and CPU power constraints only gets worse, rendering the Internet far

less reliable.

6. Quality of Service: The TCP/IP protocol suite does not implement any kind

of Quality of Service (QoS), i.e. parameters for allowable packet loss rate, error

rate, delay, and jitter (delay variance). IP only offers an end-to-end ’best effort’

service. This is problematic for new services offered over Internet such as Voice over

IP (VoIP), (live-)streaming, distributed real-time applications and online gaming.

Some workarounds were developed such as DIFFSERV[4] and INTSERV[4], provid-

ing end-to-end QoS for IP networks, yet these solutions are always constrained by

the fact that TCP/IP is one giant layer, where all participants are impacted by QoS

choices made by others.
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2.1.2 Design principles of RINA

With the given limitations of the TCP/IP protocol suite in mind, RINA was formally

designed from the ground up to provide robust solutions. In this Section, the design

principles of RINA are shortly explained.

Firstly, as already explained in Section 2.1, it is noted that networking is not a layered set

of different functions but rather a single layer of distributed Inter-Process Communication

(IPC) repeated over different scopes. Each instance of this repeating IPC layer implements

the same functions/mechanisms but policies are tuned to operate over different ranges of

the performance space. The same data transfer protocol can be used repeatedly in a

protocol stack, encapsulating each layer in another instance of itself2. There is thus no

need for purpose-built protocols for each layer. The number of layers in the stack is

variable. Any given implementation only needs to deal with itself, the layer above it, and

the layer below it. The actual depth of the stack is essentially invisible and there will be

no more layer violations, as is the case in the current Internet.

The early work “On the Naming and Binding of Network Destinations” [5] noted that four

elements need to be identified in the network; applications, nodes, Points of Attachments

(PoAs) and paths. Alas, the TCP/IP protocol suite, following the principles of the early

ARPANET, only provided PoA addresses by means of an IP address3. Here lies the

origin of the difficulties to implement multi-homing and mobility; the network has no way

of knowing two IP-addresses may belong to one multi-homed node. RINA adopts the

complete naming scheme with the addition that because of the recursive layers, nodes,

PoAs and applications are relative to the position of the layer in a stack. RINA also

builds on the principle that application names should be location-independent, such that

it may move freely through the network, while node names should be location-dependent,

which would result in more efficient routing and smaller routing tables. In RINA all

the application processes (including IPC processes themselves) have a name. Within a

layer, each IPC processes is assigned an address, whose scope is only the layer and it is

not visible outside. This address is the name used for routing within the layer, and it is

optimized for that purpose.

Network security is achieved by design. The main principles are threefold. Firstly, in

order for applications to communicate with each other, they have to be authenticated.

The strength of the authentication are just policies of the layer and can vary from none

to complex and encrypted handshake protocols. Secondly, addresses are internal to the

2Hence the ’recursive’ in recursive internetwork architecture. The protocol layers themselves are not
recursive, as in the layer contains another layer just like itself, rather the packets every layer will be
encapsulated with the same headers again.

3It should be noted that several other network architectures developed in the 70s and 80s did not make
this mistake and were in fact better architectures (XNS[6], CYCLADES[7], OSI to name a few). Alas,
due to political struggles and funding issues, these architectures never became the de facto standard.
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layer, as mentioned above. The layer is a black box, outside applications cannot address

its members. And as joining the layer requires authentication, the risk of unwanted

snooping is considerably smaller. Lastly, all data sent through a layer can be encrypted,

also dictated by policy, which makes packet inspection orders of magnitude harder to

achieve.

Several of the fundamental limitations of the TCP/IP protocol suite are solved by us-

ing the recursive layers. The layers are designed for multiple functions; inner protocols

and policies dictate how the data transfer works. QoS can be offered through a set of

parameters. When setting up a connection, the needed QoS can be passed along with

the request, after which the layer can determine if it can or cannot deliver the requested

QoS and accept or reject the request respectively. It is also using this principle, the never

ending debate between connectionless and connection-oriented networking can be solved.

Both are extremes of a continuous function where the optimum is dependent on the ser-

vice needed. Distributed applications should be able to setup a connection with necessary

characteristics provided by QoS. The IPC API provides following functions to setup and

use the connection, commonly referred to as a flow :

• allocate: Allocates resources to support a flow between source and destination

application processes with a certain QoS. A flow-id is returned as a handle for the

resource.

• accept: Accepts an incoming flow request if the allocator is correctly authenticated

and enough resources are available to provide the requested QoS.

• send: Sends an amount of data to the destination application process on the spec-

ified flow. The amount of data passed across two layers to be transferred to the

destination is referred to as a Service Data Unit (SDU). An SDU may be frag-

mented or combined with other SDUs.

• receive: Receives an SDU from the application process on the other side of the

specified flow.

• deallocate: Terminates the flow and frees all the communication resources al-

located to it. This is a local operation, i.e. both endpoints of the flow should

deallocate the flow from their side.

This simple API offers the necessities to accommodate to the needs of distributed appli-

cations.

Using the principles described above, an example can be given of a typical network struc-

ture in RINA as well as the steps taken to exchange communication in Figure 2.1. The

network depicts two layers. The bottom DIFs B and C operate right on top of the physi-

cal media (these are called shim-DIFs), and are optimized in such a way to deal with the
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System 1 System 2

Intermediate system
P1 P2

A1 A2 A3

B1 B2 C2C1

Figure 2.1: Example of network using the RINA architecture using two DIF layers.

characteristics of said physical media, whether it be wire or wireless. Now these shim-

DIFs can offer IPC services to the layer above; DIF A. This layer can now offer IPC

services to the layer above; the application processes. Note that in this example only two

layers are present. Through its recursive nature, a network could consist of an arbitrary

amount of layers.

Now consider the case where application processes P1 and P2 want to communicate. First,

DIF A binds the application names of P1 and P2 on A1 and A3 respectively. Using the

IPC API, application process P1 can request an allocation to DIF A, passing along the

destination process P2s name and the Quality of Service parameters it deems necessary

for the communication. The request is validated by A1 and accepted if there are enough

resources available for the desired QoS. Next, A1 searches the requested process P2 and

finds an entry that maps it to the IPC process A3. A3 receives the request and will pass

it to P2, who will determine if P1 has sufficient rights to set up a connection with P2.

If this is the case, A3 will initialize the necessary protocols for data transfer and send a

response to A1. The flow is now created and both processes P1 and P2 can use the IPC

API (more specifically send and receive) to send and receive data to each other. To quit

the flow, both processes have to invoke the deallocate call, which will release the allocated

resources on their respective sides.
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of the Ouroboros symbol; a serpent devouring its own tail.

2.1.3 The Ouroboros prototype: a RINA implementation

Several prototype implementations of RINA already exist, yet the one worth mentioning

in the scope of this thesis is the Ouroboros4 prototype[8]. The Ouroboros prototype

is a native C implementation of RINA, currently being developed at Ghent University

by dr. Dimitri Staessens and Sander Vrijders. Its main focus lies on portability, which

allows the prototype to be deployed on different platforms and in varying environments.

The prototype is a framework which consists of a library. This library can be used by

applications for networking by offering an API for its functionalities. The high level

architecture of the framework is depicted in Figure 2.3.

The framework provides two daemons5. Multithreading is supported; the daemons can

spawn multiple threads in order to function correctly and efficiently.

Firstly, the IPC Resource Manager Daemon (IRMd) is responsible for creating, instanti-

ating and destroying IPC Processes. It does this by opening a POSIX local IPC socket

that listens to messages coming from the library. The daemon will act as a broker be-

tween applications and IPC Processes. Furthermore, it is this daemon that allows network

administrators, or anyone for that matter, to construct a RINA network.

The second daemon is the IPC Process Daemon. There can be multiple instances of this

daemon as it is the instantiation of an IPC Process. Also this daemon opens a POSIX

local IPC socket to listen to calls from the library. Internally, the IPC Process consists of

several components;

• The Flow Manager manages the allocation, deallocation and monitoring of every

flow.

4Ouroboros, coming from the Greek oυρoβóρoς, is an ancient symbol depicting a serpent or dragon
eating its own tail, as can be seen in Figure 2.2. This is symbolism for the fact that with the repeated
use of DIF’s IPCPs depend on services offered by IPCPs in lower layers.

5A daemon refers to a type of computer process that is executed in the background without interaction
of the user to fulfill certain maintenance tasks.
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Applications
Shell scripts,
config files,

Python scripts, ...

Ouroboros Library

IPC Process Daemon
IPC Resource

Manager Daemon

Function calls Function calls

Function calls Sockets Function calls Sockets

Figure 2.3: The high level architecture of the Ouroboros library, a framework implement-
ing RINA. The library makes use of two daemons listening to calls to the library. The
library itself exposes a set of APIs for the complete setup of RINA networks and network
functions for applications.

• Enrollment takes care of IPCPs wanting to join a DIF. The way an IPCP joins

a DIF can happen in two manners. Either the IPCP is the first in the DIF, here

it will be locally bootstrapped. If is not the first IPCP, a flow will be allocated to

another IPCP who is already part of the DIF. After exchange of information and

setting up flows to the possible other IPCPs in the DIF, the IPCP will have joined.

• The Resource Information Base holds a local view of the DIF the IPCP belongs

to by means of a distributed database.

• The Flow and Retransmission Control Task provides flow control and retrans-

mission control to the flow.

• The Data Transfer Task Checks if incoming SDUs are destined for this IPCP,

if not, it forwards them. A scheduler also schedules the transmission of SDUs

depending on the required QoS of the flows.

• The PDU Forwarding Function provides the forwarding policies used by the

component above.

The Ouroboros library itself consists of smaller sublibraries. Two of them are of impor-

tance for this work and will be explained.

To start, the libouroboros-dev library is the sole library developers of applications

should care about, provided that a RINA network is in place. The library offers an
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API that handles the allocation and deallocation of flows (with a certain QoS), and the

means to read and write from flows. The second library is the libouroboros-irm. The

IPC Resource Manager (IRM) allows the setup of a RINA network by exposing an API

with commands for the creation an destruction of IPCPs, enrolling or bootstrapping

these IPCPs and the binding of APs to names, which can be (un)registered in specified

DIFs. The functions and their signatures of the libouroboros-dev library are defined in

Appendix A.

2.1.4 Concluding notes

With the shortcomings and the fundamental design causes of the problems of the current

Internet and exposed, it is clear that today’s architecture using the TCP/IP protocol suite

is approaching its limits. The major fundamental issues of the routing table scalability,

the address space exhaustion, the security risks and the inability to support mobility,

multi-homing and quality of service under a scalable solution were used to build a new

architecture form the ground up. This lead to the introduction of RINA, a clean slate

network architecture. RINA utilizes the knowledge acquired through the past efforts on

packet-switched networking such us CYCLADES, XNS and OSI and goes one step further

by realizing that networking is distributed inter-process communication. It provides a

simple, powerful framework for building the networks of the future and for evolving packet

switched networks to a mature state.

2.2 Design of Peer-to-Peer Massively Multiplayer On-

line Games

Ever since the emergence of the Internet, online gaming has been a huge market and

cause of strive for new technologies. One type of online gaming that emerged during the

80s is the so called Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs or MMOs). MMOGs

are capable of supporting large amount of players, ranging from several dozens to several

thousands, playing concurrently in an open, persistent world.

With the Internet being more widespread and both the market opportunities and con-

sumer interest rising exponentially, the genre of MMOGs became incredibly popular. The

growth in technology meant that where one of the pioneering MMORPGs Neverwinter

Nights in 1991 had been limited to 50 simultaneous players (a number that grew to 500

by 1995), by the year 2000 a multitude of MMOGs were each serving thousands of si-

multaneous players and led the way for titans of games such as World of Warcraft and

EVE Online. Today, the markets are huge, as is displayed in Figure 2.4. In 2016, gamers

worldwide generated a revenue of $99.6 billion, up 8.5% compared to 2015. PC/MMO
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Figure 2.4: A 2015-2019 global games market forecast per segment.

games took 27% of that share, a humble $26.9 billion. The global market is expected to

grow with a CARG6 of 6.6% toward 2019 [9][10].

2.2.1 Client-server architecture

MMOGs share the characteristic that they support large numbers of players. Players are

able to interact with each other and/or the game world at any given time. To achieve

this, the typical structure is to work with a client-server architecture. Players connect to

privately owned company servers, which in turn connects the player with other players

and the game world. The following high-level objectives for the server can be listed:

• Have authority over the game state and game rules.

• Handle connecting client and game setup, as well as clients disconnecting.

• Receive client updates/events.

• Verify legality of client updates/events, enforce anti-cheating policies.

• Calculate the new game state (may include heavy calculations concerning graphics,

computations, physics, etc.)

• Send game state data and player/non-playable-character (NPC) info to all clients.

• Run NPC AI.

6The compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is the mean annual growth rate of an investment over a
specified period of time longer than one year.
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The client also has responsibilities as listed below:

• (Dis)connect to/from the game servers.

• Receive user input.

• Send update requests or events to the server.

• Update game state based on received state from server.

• Display graphical representation of game.

• Employ client side prediction for smooth gameplay.

These are only high-level objectives, the actual implementation range from small and

manageable (i.e. for an online board game) to enormously complex and large (i.e. for a

full-blown MMORPG). It is clear that timing and the network are of paramount impor-

tance for an enjoyable and smooth user-experience. The client-server game-loop typically

runs on a strict timing scheme, where after every elapsed period of time, the server reads

client updates, calculates the new game state and broadcasts it to all clients. This amount

of updates per second is called the server’s tickrate. The tickrate depends on the type

of game. A game can be turn based (i.e. board games or strategy games) or a real-time

simulation (i.e. MMORPGs or first person shooters). For real-time applications, the fo-

cus of this thesis, typical tickrates are 30 Hz, 64 Hz or 128 Hz, which correspond to 33.3

ms, 15.6 ms or 7.8 ms respectively. One the one hand, increasing the tickrate will lead to

smoother gameplay, but on the other hand it is beneficial to keep the tickrate low. This

for three reasons; to conserve server and client bandwidth, to conserve server CPU time,

and to allow clients to be certain of how much time has elapsed between each tick. The

last point is important as network updates from the server can arrive at different intervals

or even an incorrect order, because the current Internet offers no Quality of Service, as

explained in Section 2.1.1. To cope with network issues such as lag spikes, out of order

packets sequences and slow client network, techniques such as client side prediction, user

input prediction, lag compensation and game state interpolation have been developed[11].

Above explanation shows that the client-server architecture can become needlessly com-

plex. Gaming companies have to maintain and configure their privately owned servers.

There are several limitations coupled to this. Firstly, to accommodate the fast grow-

ing number of players, the server infrastructure permanently needs to scale. This can

be done vertically, depending on stronger servers with faster CPUs and more memory,

hereby trusting on Moore’s law (which is becoming less of an option with the stagnation

of said law in recent years[12]). Another way is scaling horizontally, balancing the load

over several servers working simultaneously. Entire server clusters are set up to allow tens

of thousands concurrent players. This is an extremely expensive and complex option,
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with drawbacks in reliability and cost, e.g. costs for server hardware, network bandwidth,

housing, cooling, UPS systems and dedicated maintenance staff. A second shortcoming

is that by trusting on company owned dedicated servers, there is no way of hosting mod-

ded versions of games, with consumer created content. Lastly, as noted in Section 2.1.1,

security remains an inherit risk. The locations of central dedicated servers are known to

clients and by extension to attackers. Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks are

occurring more and more, which can impede traffic and cause serious financial damage to

companies and e-sports7 tournament hosts.

2.2.2 Design issues for Peer-to-Peer MMOGs

Even though the client-server architecture stands its ground, some recent attempts to

build peer-to-peer (P2P) MMOGs have been made to alleviate some of the negative

effects described in the conclusion of the Section above. Some commercial games already

exist using a P2P architecture, but so far most of the efforts have been academic studies.

A P2P MMOG may potentially be more scalable and cheaper to build, but notable issues

with P2P MMOGs over the current Internet include security and consistency control,

which can be difficult to address given that clients are easily hacked. Some MMOGs use

P2P networking and client-server networking together.

The core difference between a client-server architecture and a peer-to-peer architecture

is as the name suggest that clients will directly connect with each other. There is no

central server; the name ‘client’ therefore does not make sense anymore and are called

peers instead. A depiction of a client-server network versus a peer-to-peer network is

given in Figure 2.5. The game-loop changes of course. Simply put, each peer instead

receives the raw input streams of each other player and determines the updated game

state itself. In the following Sections, the design issues for P2P MMOGs are discussed. A

set of five essential issues can be identified that should be resolved for a P2P architecture

to fulfill the functionalities of centralized game servers in a distributed fashion[14]. Note

that these issues are for the design of P2P MMOGs on top of the TCP/IP protocol suite.

Interest Management

The concept of Interest Management (IM) can be described as following; the techniques

used to create the illusion that the entire virtual world of the MMOG is shared and

consistent amongst all players. Two observations can be made: a single player does not

need to receive updates of other players or the world if it does not affect it (e.g. because

7E-sports, also known as electronic sports, is competitive professional video gaming. This emerging
sport has an estimated global market value $696 million in 2017 and a global audience of over 380 million
spectators, a number projected to grow by ∼ 20% every year until 2020[13].
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Figure 2.5: Difference in network structure between client-server and peer-to-peer archi-
tectures.

the players is too far away from those other players/region). Secondly, a player has only

limited moving speed and sensing capabilities. This leads to the conclusion that a player’s

view of the world can be limited to its own Area of Interest (AOI). Three types of models

exist where a player can be aware of relevant game events within its AOI.

To start off, there is the spatial model. Here, the peer itself is responsible for determining

to and from which other peer it should send and receive updates. This is done using

the ”aura-nimbus” principle. The aura means the bounded space of the presence of an

object, the nimbus means the mutual awareness level between two different objects. To

put it with an example; object A is only able to interact with object B if and only if both

of their auras interact, but A is aware of B when it is located inside B’s nimbus. Thus,

peers should connect with other player from the moment they fall in their nimbus to

prepare for potential interactions. Once the peer does not reside in the nimbus anymore,

the connection can be dropped. This results in a very fine-grained IM, but, every peer

has to update positional informational frequently enough such that AOI collisions can be

determined in a timely manner. This could result in a lot of communication overhead[15].

Techniques exist where players create specific local diagrams to determine even more

precise to which other peers it should connect. This reduces the communication overhead

on the one side, but increases local computational overhead[16].

A second more coarse-grained option for IM starts by not focusing on the players or peers

themselves, but rather on the game world. The world is partitioned into static regions.

Players that reside in this region can receive and send updates to all other players inside

the same region (or neighboring regions), analogous to a publish/subscribe model[15].
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This IM model is cheaper and simpler than the spatial model, as the only calculations to

be made are to determine which regions intersect with a player’s AOI. The region’s publish

channels can have a one-on-one relationship with multicast groups. Two observations can

be made that could lead to problems. Region size is difficult to determine. Too small,

and object may not be able to disseminate in one region before entering another. Too

large, and the peer may suffer from a lot of communication overhead. Secondly, related

to this first problem, is what happens when one region is highly populated, which could

be a potential scenario. Again there may be communication problems here. To cope with

this, one could use dynamic regions that change size to accommodate with the amount of

peers in the vicinity.

Lastly, a hybrid model for IM can be used, which combines the two previously described

models. Here, every region in the game world will be assigned a super-peer. It is the

responsibility for every peer that is about to enter a region to find that super-peer and

update it with its moving state. The super-peer will have an overview over the region

and can calculate which peers are about to enter each others AOIs. Those peers can

then be notified by the super-peer, after which they can set up a direct P2P channel

to handle the upcoming interaction. This model combines the best of both worlds, yet

also has some limitations; it is clear that the super-peer will suffer higher computational

and communicational workloads than regular peers, which would be unfair in terms of

bandwidth used by peers. Dynamic sets of super-peers and sub-regions could be used to

mitigate these effects. Secondly, the super-peer in this model becomes a single point of

failure. Back-up super-peers have to maintained to increase the robustness of the system.

Game Event Dissemination

Having discussed with whom communications should be set up to send and receive game

event, the question could be asked on how these events should actually be delivered.

This depends partly on which IM system is used. With fine-grained IM such as the

spatial model, peers can set up direct P2P connection with other peers or game objects

to handle interaction. For coarse-grained models, such as the region-based and the hybrid

models, unicast becomes inefficient. It is more useful to use multicast groups. However,

IP multicast technology has failed due to a lack of clear understanding of commercial

needs, robust implementation strategy and complexity of the architectural design[17].

Instead, Application-level Multicast (ALM) is commonly used to provide multicast on an

application service instead of as a network service. Structured P2P overlays (e.g. CAN,

Tapestry, Pastry) are used to provide communication infrastructures for building ALMs.

Due to the lack of multicast as a network service, a lot of these ALMs exist which aim

at providing robust, scalable and load-balancing capabilities. However, it remains an

application level solution, which will never be as optimal as a well-implemented network
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service, which IP lacks. On top of that, a problem with the ALMs using P2P overlays

is that the end-to-end delay can become large. A game event may have to pass multiple

forwarders before arriving at its destination, this due to the nature of how P2P overlays

work. This latency issue only becomes larger as the multicast group grows.

Non-Playable-Character Host Allocation

An MMOG does not consist of players alone. The world contains many objects and AI-

controlled non-playable-characters (NPCs) with which a player can interact. Using the

traditional client-server architecture, these objects and NPCs were controlled by the game

servers, using large amounts of network bandwidth and processing power. To host these

objects and NPCs in a P2P architecture, the needed resources will have come from all of

the participating peers.

A first approach is to reuse the concept of super-peers. Each region of the game is assigned

a super-peer, who will act as host server for all the objects and NPCs in that region.

There are some drawbacks; the super-peer will have to digest higher computational and

communicational workloads and the super-peer always needs enough resources available

to quickly respond to player-object or player-NPC interaction. Again there is also the

single point of failure problem.

The Virtual Distance Based approach allocates an NPC or object to the player who is

closest in-game. This player is most likely to interact with the object or NPC. There player

thus hosts the NPC itself, there is no need for third party communication, which makes

this method optimal for minimizing interactive latency and communication overhead.

Some remarks; it may happen that other nearby players will interact with the NPC or

object instead of the closest one. In this case, these players will have to communicate

with the host player, which will lead to some overhead. Furthermore, in an MMOG

players tend to move a lot, so there may be high overhead in general because of many

host switches. Lastly, cheating may be easier as the player will host the interaction itself,

and as there is no third party, detecting the breach might be difficult.

Game State Persistency

The MMOG is an ever evolving and continuous world. This infers that the world should

be persistent. A player going offline expects to log-in with the same character with the

same inventory and state information. To this end, there exist multiple distributed storage

facilities. These storage systems are based on the same P2P overlay networks mentioned

before and offer a solution for the required facilities of distributed storage.

Two problems arise; modifying data in an overlay network may have a severe delay,
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which might cause trouble when the data being modified also needs to be retrieved at

the same time. One solution for this is to use super-peers that cache the temporary

modifications. The cache can be written to the persistent distributed storage at a lower

frequency. Secondly, there is the problem of availability. If a node containing a players

information goes offline, the data on that node would be unavailable, thus making the

players character unplayable. The solution to this problem would be to separate data into

two categories, with the absolute necessary data to be saved locally, and ephemeral data

stored in the distributed storage infrastructure.

Cheating Mitigation

Without the authoritative server in the client-server architecture, which can validate every

update coming from the clients, the prevention of cheating becomes challenging. There are

two main ways to gain extra advantage; unfair knowledge acquisition and unwanted event

suppression. In the former the cheating player will try to look at other players’ current

status. In the latter, purposefully dropping event messages may lead to gained advantages.

Two general techniques are used to prevent cheating. The first is time-stamping and

ordering of events. The Lockstep technique orders events by rounds and only increments

the round when every peer has sent an update message. A shortcoming of this technique

is that total ordering will suffer from the largest delay between any two peers. A second

major technique is the use of cryptography. Events can be signed and encrypted before

being sent. The receiver can than check both integrity and authentication of the message.

2.2.3 Design of Peer-to-Peer MMOGs in RINA

Previous Section showed that to adapt MMOGs from conventional client-server architec-

tures to P2P architectures is a challenging and active research area. However, it can be

noted that several issues surrounding the design of P2P MMOGs have their root cause in

the TCP/IP protocol suite. Especially the event dissemination using P2P overlays due

to the lack of a universal functioning multicast is a non-optimal solution. Security also

remains a risk. Using P2P, there is no server in danger of undergoing a DDoS attack, yet

this is not the case for all the single peers. They remain traceable and sensitive for such,

and other, attacks.

With the Ouroboros prototype now reaching later stages of development, it is of interest

to see how capable this architecture is to support the P2P designed MMOG. How will

peers connect with each other and update their states and how are some of these key

issues are dealt with using both the proposed techniques as well as services offered by the

Ouroboros prototype will be answered in the following chapters.
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3
Design and Implementation

In this chapter, the actual work done during this master’s thesis will be described. First,

the game to implement, Agar.io, will be introduced in Section 3.1. After this, the choices

of technologies and why those were chosen will be debated in Section 3.2, as well as the

first try-out implementation of the game ’pong’. Section 3.3 reports on the architectural

design and implementation details of rewriting the original Agar.io on top of RINA using

a P2P network architecture. The logical continuation and using RINA to its full potential

will be covered in Section 3.4, where the in-game location of a player is used to construct

its peer network, which will allow a theoretically infinite gameplay.

3.1 Choice of MMOG: Agar.io

Because this thesis would be a proof of concept, the choice of game was kept relatively

simple. It was important that the most important aspects of the P2P design of an

MMOG would come into play when implementing the game. To this end, it was chosen

to implement the incredibly popular Agar.io[18]. This MMOG launched for browsers

April 2015 and due to its success was quickly ported to Android and iOS in July 2015. It

is relatively simple and surprisingly fun. The game world represents a large petri dish1,

where the player controls a cell. The cell will follow the mouse pointer and move through

1The name Agar.io consist of agar, a polysaccharide mixture obtained from algae used to culture
bacteria in petri dishes, and the .io top level domain name, frequently used for simple MMOGs.
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the field. The objective is to gain as much mass as possible. This can be done by either

eating small pieces of food spread over the petri dish field (only increasing the mass by

a small amount), or by consuming other smaller players’ cells. Of course, the player’s

cell can be consumed by other players as well. The larger a cell becomes, the slower it

will move. Additionally, a cell will slowly lose its mass over time. Other than moving, a

player can perform two other actions. Firstly, a player can split his own cells. Every cell

will be equally divided into two new cells of half the mas of the original cell. One of the

two divided cells will be flung towards the direction of the mouse pointer. This action

can be used to either try to consume other cells in a sort of a ranged attack, or to escape

and move faster around the map. After a predefined time, the split cells can be merged

together. A player can have a maximum of sixteen cells. The second action a player can

perform is to eject a small blob, thus releasing a fraction of its mass, to feed other players.

This can be used in a friendly manner or to lure smaller players to try to consume them.

A screenshot taken during gameplay of Agar.io is shown in Figure 3.1. Note that players

may enter a username to be displayed on their cells2. Some predefined names will also

render images onto the cells, such as animals or country flags.

The details of the actions and rules of the gameplay will be described along with the imple-

mentation of the game. Specific numbers and formulas have not been made publicly, yet

many of those have been reverse engineered[21]. These were used during implementation

to recreate the game as close as possible to the original.

The original Agar.io is built on top of client/server-architecture. A typical Agar.io server

hosts a few lobbies, with each lobby averaging around 70 players. The maximum amount

of players is set to 128. The objective is to recreate the game, using a P2P architecture

on top of the Ouroboros prototype. This way, the number of players can be unlimited, as

well as the size of the field.

It is interesting to revisit the design issues for P2P MMOG, as discussed in Section 2.2.2,

and apply the limitations and issues onto this concrete example, Agar.io. To start off with

Interest Management, remember that the goal is to scale the gameplay from its current

limited field to a conceptually infinite gameplay. It is important to correctly determine

the players Area of Interest, such that all entities (other cells, food and blobs) are always

correctly displayed on screen.

The Game Event Dissemination is dependant on the network architecture. As will be

explained further on, the use of RINA will replace the need for Application-level Multicast.

The main issue remains to keep the whole architecture scalable and robust as in Agar.io,

it is not uncommon that large amounts of players will group together in large battles, or

2Even without chatting support, during the June 2015 Turkish elections, Agar.io was used as a medium
of political advocacy. Players used political parties, leaders and references as names and formed alliances
that battled it out against each other. This escalated to some parties even using Agar.io in their campaign
posters [19][20]
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some lone wolves may be floating around far away from the action.

For the NPC Host Allocation only two entities have to be kept into the game state of all

the players; the food on the field and the small blobs players can eject. These object’s

location and state (eaten or not eaten) have to be synchronized between the players and

should only disappear when they are in no Area of Interest of a player anymore.

Agar.io is a very light weight, highly dynamic MMOG, in the sense that there is no need

for persistent player characters or game progression. During one game session, a player

may die and respawn multiple times. After he quits, nothing has to be saved for the next

session. Some persistent data such as username and configuration settings can just be

saved locally on the player’s machine.

Cheating prevention should be implemented in the application itself, through packet-

round ordering and encryption.
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3.2 Choice of technology and first try-outs

3.2.1 Qt Framework

To create a game from scratch, one has to consider what kind of and which specific

technologies can and will be used. A game can be built from the ground up, can be

built on top of frameworks or on fully fledged game engines. Where a framework is

often a collection of related functionalities exposed through a unified API, a game engine

offers more. They typically combine several frameworks to offer physics, rendering, sound,

2D/3D graphics, etc. A nice way to put it would be: an engine can be built on a framework

but a framework would never be built on an engine. One is the skeleton that determines

architecture and program flow, the other is muscle that does the work.

With this in mind, the choice was made to stick with a technology that would be more

considered a framework as apposed to a game engine. As Agar.io is both visually and in

terms of gameplay quite simple, a full game engine with lots of tricks may be overkill. Also,

with a framework there is more low level control over the application, and it is interesting

from a learning viewpoint to acquire knowledge about the processes that would otherwise

be hidden in the game engine.

After some research the choice landed on the Qt Framework[22][23]. This framework is a

major player in the field of cross-platform application development. Its strong-point is the

ability of being run on a plethora of software and hardware platforms without the need

of changing a lot in the underlying codebase, even though it remains a native application

in terms of capabilities and speed. Qt is developed under open-source governance and

is available with multiple commercial and open-source GPL licences. Furthermore, the

primary coding language using QT is C++, which would evict the need of wrappers or

workarounds when using the Ouroboros prototype, which is written in native C.

Even though Qt is marketed towards cross-platform (graphical) user interfaces, it is very

suitable to be used in game development. First and foremost, for the very same reason

it is successful in its use for (G)UI development, it is as useful for game development in

the sense that it is cross-platform. It is one of the core values of Qt and allows to port a

mostly unchanged code base to a plethora of platforms, saving a lot on time, money and

effort.

For most desktop platforms (Windows/macOS/Linux) and mobile platforms (Android/iOS)

2D abstraction for graphics rest neatly on top of a high-performance 3D stack based on

OpenGL or OpenGL ES respectively. This combined with a well thought out architecture

allows for both high- or low-level approaches for graphics programming. The same goes

for 3D graphics, but in the context of this work it is not as important, as the game to

implement will be 2D only.
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A lot of C++ Standard Library has been wrapped in Qt classes, which provide the pre-

viously pointed out platform independency, but many of the classes are also extended

to accommodate Qt specific features yet still use the powerful native C++ performance.

Examples include math functions, containers, input/output, strings and a lot of utility

classes. The same goes for concurrency control mechanisms. Wrappers exist for mutexes,

locks, waiting conditions, timers, etc. This is important as Qt is heavily asynchronous,

as will be explained next.

The whole of Qt Framework is implemented around an asynchronous architecture based

on event-loops with light-weight events called signals and slots. Signals and slots are

used for communication between objects. The signals and slots mechanism is a central

feature of Qt and probably the part that differs most from the features provided by other

frameworks. Traditionally, when one object wants to notify another, this is done using

callbacks. Qt, however, uses this different technique. When a particular event occurs, a

signal can be emitted. A slot is then just a normal function that will be called in response

to that signal. There are many predefined signals and slot function for many of the classes

and widgets in the Qt Framework, yet it is common practice to subclass these widgets

or classes to create own user-designed signals and slots to handle object communications.

The signals and slots mechanism is type safe and loosely coupled. The class of an emitted

signal does not know or care whether or not the is handled by a slot. Multiple signals can

be connected to a single slot, as well as multiple slots can be connected to a single signal.

An example of this is shown in Figure 3.2.

Another major module of the framework is Qt GUI, which provides classes for windowing

systems, OpenGl integration, 2D graphics, imaging, fonts, text and much more. An

important part of the Qt GUI module for the goal of this thesis is the Graphics View

Framework. Graphics View provides a surface for managing and interacting with a large

number of custom-made 2D graphical items, and a view widget for visualizing the items,

with support for several transformations. Graphics View provides an item-based approach

to model-view programming, and to this end consists of three parts; the scene, the view

and the item. Graphics View is based on the Cartesian coordinate system; items’ position

and geometry on the scene are represented by its respective x and y coordinate, with

the positive Y-axis growing downwards, which is common practice in computer graphics3.

When observing a scene using an untransformed view, one unit on the scene is represented

by one pixel on the screen.

The class QGraphicsScene provides the Graphics View scene. It has the responsibility

of managing a large number of items and making it possible to interact with those in a

3This is a remnant of caused in the history. Early computers had Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs) which
”draw” the image with a cathode ray from the upper left corner to the lower right. To ease the interface
between the graphics card memory and the CRT the memory was read from the beginning and the
image was drawn from the top left (with the lowest memory address) to the lower right (with the highest
memory address).
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Figure 3.2: An example of the use of signals and slots. The signals and slots can be factory
defined or user defined. The signals are connected to slots using the connect function.
When a signal is emitted, the connected slot will be called[24].

real-time manner, i.e. event handling (whether it be signal-slot events, or more selected

or focused events such as key events, mouse press, move, release and double click events).

QGraphicsScene uses an indexing algorithm to manage the location of items efficiently.

By default, a Binary Space Partitioning4 (BSP) tree is used; an algorithm suitable for

large scenes where most items remain static (i.e., do not move around). This fits the

purpose of this work, as the only moving items will be the players.

QGraphicsView provides the view widget, which visualizes the contents of a scene. Multi-

ple views can be used to visualize the same scene. The view is a scrollable area, meaning

that the view can navigate over a larger scene. The view provides functions to transform

the scene’s coordinate system, thus enabling advanced navigation features like zooming in

or out and rotation. It is also the view who receives input events from the keyboard and

mouse, and translates these to scene events, before sending the events to the visualized

scene.

Next, QGraphicsItems can be placed in the scene, and viewed with the view. It is a base

class that provides powerful features when extended into a custom item, such as keyboard

and mouse-events, grouping of items and collision detection. In the scope of this work

this last feature, collision detection, comes in very handy. As explained in Section 3.1,

the Agar.io will depend a lot on collision detection, for instance when players eat food

4Binary Space Partitioning recursively subdivides the space of the scene into convex sets by hyper-
planes. The tree can be traversed in linear time.
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Scene

View 1 View 2

Item 1

Item 2 Item 3

Item 4 Item 5

Figure 3.3: The relationship between the QGraphicsView, the QGraphicsScene and the
QGraphicsItem. The scene acts as a container for the different items. Using a Binary
Space Partitioning tree, items can be managed efficiently. The contents of the same scene
can be viewed and manipulated through multiple views.

pellets or other players. The relationship between the scene, view and item is displayed

in Figure 3.3.

It is important to note that these three subparts also come with their own effective

coordinate systems. The item will have its local coordinates, with the origin in its center.

This is convenient when implementing a custom item; these coordinates are the only ones

that one should worry about. The scene represents the base coordinate system for all

its items. An item’s position is the coordinate of the item’s center point in its parent’s

coordinate system; sometimes referred to as parent coordinates. Also the view will have

its own coordinate system. What’s special about this coordinate system is that it is

relative to the widget, or viewport, and unaffected by the observed scene. All mouse

events and drag and drop events are originally received as view coordinates, and need to

be mapped to the scene in order to interact with items. To this end, Qt also provides

several coordinate mapping functions to easily transform coordinates from one coordinate

system to another. The major advantage of all this is that transformation can be easily

applied to each one of the subparts based on their local coordinates. An example of the

three coordinate systems can be seen in Figure 3.4.

The last module to be mentioned is the Qt Network module. Qt Network provides a

set of APIs for programming applications that use the TCP/IP protocol suite. Oper-

ations such as requests, cookies, and sending data over HTTP are handled by various

C++ classes. Of course, TCP/IP is not the mean of networking for the purpose of this

thesis. Hence, the networking will be done using the Ouroboros prototype. Note that the
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Figure 3.4: An example of the three coordinate systems of 1. the QGraphicsScene, 2. the
QGraphicsView and 3. the QGraphicsItem. Their respective systems allow for indepen-
dent transformations.

Ouroboros prototype is written in native C. The C++ language provides a ”linkage spec-

ification” with which a function or object can be declared to follow the program linkage

conventions for a supported language. The default linkage for objects and functions is

C++. All C++ compilers also support C linkage, for some compatible C compiler. Including

a non-system C header file into C++ code can be done as shown in Listing 3.1, where

the libouroboros-dev header file is prototyped. This tells the C++ compiler that the

functions declared in the header file are C functions.

Listing 3.1: Function prototyping for linking C and C++ code.

extern "C" {

#include <ouroboros/dev.h>

}

During the work on this thesis, an update of the Ouroboros library omitted the necessity of

the function prototyping, as it was included in their own header files. This is advantageous

for developers using, or planning to use, the Ouroroboros framework for their applications.

Finally, aside from the framework and all of its modules, Qt also comes with its own

Integrated Development Environment (IDE); the QtCreator, which provides a visual de-

bugger, an integrated GUI layout and forms designer, syntax highlighting and autocom-

pletion, integrated reference documentation and much more.

3.2.2 The Ouroboros prototype: a practical viewpoint

With the Ouroboros prototype described in Section , it may be of interest to take a look

on the practical side on how to effectively use it. Before anything else, the IPC Resource
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Manager Daemon (IRMd) has to be started. This can be done via the shell. The IRMd

will output informational logs and errors. These can be written to a logfile or printed in

the terminal. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.5a. The IRMd will output logs

of the IRMd itself, as well as logs of all the running IPC Process Daemons (IPCPds). By

inspecting the given Process IDs, the construction of the network and the set-up of flows

can be watched closely, which is handy for developing and debugging applications.

With the IRMd started, a network administrator or application developer can use the

libouroboros-irm library API to set up a RINA network. This can also be done in the

shell, as depicted in Figure 3.5b. This will work because the IRMd will listen to calls made

for this API. The added service of working in the shell are the help and usage functions,

which may come in handy. It is also possible to automate this process of setting up and

managing networks through the use of shell- and Python scripts. The libouroboros-irm

API can even be used directly fron inside of the application code. Even though this is

seen as bad practice, it may be a necessity, as will be explained in Section 3.3.

Finally, applications should use the libouroboros-dev library API to start their respec-

tive application processes (APs), in order to communicate with the IPCPds. Then the

RINA network can be effectively used; flows can be allocated and written to or read from.

3.2.3 A simple application: opong

To get a feel with both the Qt Framework and with the Ouroboros library, it was chosen

to develop a small application. For this purpose, the game pong was chosen to be created

using Qt on top of the Ouroboros prototype, called opong5. In this section, as well as in

the following iterations of development, the following sequence will be used to describe

the architecture and implementation of the games. First, a textual description of the goal

at hand will be given, from which an architecture can be sculpted. This architecture will

be explained, and certain important program flows as well. Any problems encountered or

special techniques used during the implementation phase will be highlighted as well.

The concept of pong is a simple as it is well-known. Two players each control a rectangular

pallet at the top and bottom of the game. A ball with an initial position in the center

of the screen will move towards either the top or bottom of the screen. The pallets can

be moved sideways, this to block the ball from reaching the respective top or bottom.

Should the player fail to block the ball and the ball reaches the extremity, the other

player receives a point and the game is rest to its initial state.

This description works fine if the game were to be played locally. In this case however, we

5The name opong was given to the pong implementation, as a reference to the underlying Ouroboros
framework. This is something the authors do themselves, e.g. the reimplemented version of the tool ping
is called oping.
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(a) The starting and logs output of the IRMd when the game opong is started.

(b) Several examples of the function from the libouroboros-irm API. A network administrator
is able to construct a RINA network using this API. The functions displayed are further explained
in Appendix A.

Figure 3.5: (a) The IPC Resource Manager Daemon (IRMd) at work. The IRMd is started
with the argument to print logs to the terminal. (b) Usage of the libouroboros-irm

library in the shell via the API. The IRMd in (a) will listen to calls made from this API.
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Figure 3.6: An architectural overview of the game opong. The MainWindow is a spe-
cial class of Qt itself which extends the QGraphicsView. It contains a QGraphicsScene
instance, and through its composition of the actual gameplay in the GamePlay class,
the necessary QGraphicsItems are put into the scene. For networking, the Network
class, and its helper classes WaitClient and Reader running in seperate threads, use the
libouroboros-dev API.

want the players to be networked over the Ouroboros framework. This adds the following

use cases; the first player should have the option to start a new game and register in the

network using a user-supplied name. The second player should be able to connect to this

player using this name. Once a flow between the players is established, the game can be

started. The players exchange messages containing their movement updates. The overall

architecture of the application is shown in Figure 3.6.

The main flow of the program is as follows. Before the actual execution of the program,

the players should set up their network. This is done using the script shown in Listing

3.2. The explanation behind the commands is as follows:

1. The ouroboros IPC Resource Manager daemon (IRMd) is started.

2. An IPCP is created with a user-supplied name. The type depends on the use case

(can be normal, local or over the shim-udp or shim-eth-llc)

3. Bootstrap a new DIF with given name onto the newly created IPCP.
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4. Bind the AP of opong to a user-supplied name.

5. Register the new AP into the DIF.

Listing 3.2: RINA network setup for the server for opong

sudo irmd --stdout

irm ipcp create name ipcp1 type normal

irm ipcp bootstrap name ipcp1 dif dif1 type normal

irm bind ap bin/src/opong name opong1

irm register name opong1 dif dif1

The logs output of the execution of the script in Listing 3.2 can be seen in Figure 3.5a.

With the network correctly set up, the first player can start the game. A Dialog will ask

the player whether or not he is the server. In this scenario, the user selects that indeed, he

is the server. This will trigger the instantiation of the Network class. In the constructor of

the Network class, the libouroboros-dev API will be used for the first time with a call to

ouroboros init. The application process instance is initialized for using the Ouroboros

IPC infrastructure. Because this AP instance is the server, the name of the executable has

to be provided (usually argv[0]), indicating the application process that this instance

belongs to. From now on, this instance will be reachable over the network, as the AP

has been bound to a name and registered in the DIF. Having initialized the AP, a new

thread can now be started, WaitClient, which will use the libouroboros-dev function

flow accept to wait for an incoming flow allocation request. As this is a blocking call,

the main UI thread will continue to work and all the server can do now is wait for a

joining player.

If the focus is now shifted on the second player, the client, joining the game. Also the

client has the responsibility of setting up the network correctly. In his case, the following

steps have to be taken6.

1. The Ouroboros IPC Resource Manager daemon (IRMd) is started.

2. An IPCP is created with a user-supplied name. The type depends on the use case

(can be normal, or over the shim-udp or shim-eth-llc)

3. Enroll the newly created IPCP in the DIF created by the server.

Note that this is all that has to be done. There is no need to bind and register the AP as

this is the client. His task consists only of connecting to the server, the client itself does

not have to be discoverable over the network.

6If the application is run locally, this is not necessary, as the server made sure the local IPCP and
DIF have been created.
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With the network in place, the client can start the application. The user selects that

he is the client and enters the name to which the AP was bound in step 4 of the server

network creation. The Network class is instantiated, with the entered name as argu-

ment. Immediately afterwards, the client will try to connect to the server by using the

libouroboros-dev function flow alloc with the name supplied as argument. Under the

hood, the name will be resolved and found in the DIF in which the server has registered

the AP. The flow will be established between the client and the server, as the server was

already listening. The client and server each receive a flow descriptor, which is the unique

descriptor of this flow. Both the server and client will send out a signal to the MainWindow

instance that the Gameplay can be started. Also, a new thread running the Reader class

on both server and client side is started where messages can be received from the other

end of the flow, using the libouroboros-dev flow read function. More on the reading

and writing over the flows later. For now, it is important to know that when a message

is received, its content will be passed along with a signal to the Gameplay, where it is

further processed.

The Gameplay will start the game’s event loop. During this event loop, which is executed

every twenty milliseconds, the items in the scene are updated. This includes the players

own pallet, which is controlled by the left and right arrows keys. At the start of the

event loop, it is checked whether or not one of those keys is pressed. If necessary, the

player’s pallet position is updated. The position of the ball is also calculated locally.

This is a conscious choice, with a specific reason in mind. With the application written

in a client-server architectural style, the more obvious and classical thing to do would

be to let the server calculate the new ball position and send the update to the client.

However, with the development of a P2P Agar.io in the back of the head, it was chosen to

take the P2P approach and let the peers calculate the new game state themselves. This

will highlight the possible shortcomings of this approach; the game state depends on the

inputs of all the peers involved. Should one or more peers fail to send their updates on

time, the updated gamestates of the different peers may fall out of synchronization. The

networked player’s pallet position is set by reading the position from a variable. This

variable is asynchronously updated by the Reader thread with new positions it received.

Next, the local player’s position is sent Network to be written over the flow to the other

side using the libouroboros-dev flow write function. Finally, if it was detected that

the ball collided with the top or bottom wall, the scores are updated and the gamestate

is reset. A screenshot of the gameplay of the opong game based on this architecture and

explanation can be seen in Figure 3.7.

The fact that the ball’s position was calculated locally by the server and client themselves

lead to synchronization problems. With the game’s event loop running every twenty

milliseconds, it is assured the local player sends its updated position roughly every twenty

milliseconds. However, due to network delay and the choice of asynchronously setting and
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Figure 3.7: A screenshot taken from the gameplay of opong, the experimental pong mul-
tiplayer implementation on top of the Ouroboros protoype.
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inspecting the other players position7, one player may have calculated the ball to have

just bounced of the corner of his pallet. However, this position update message may not

have been received yet by the other player, he will have calculated the ball to have just

missed the pallet. A depiction of this scenario is shown in Figure 3.8. With no safety

measures or detections in place, one tiny mistake like this will completely desynchronize

the two gamestates. One state will continue bouncing the ball around, while the other

will signal a goal and reset the state. This is an interesting observation, especially with

the further work in mind, how this problem can be avoided or should be dealt with.

(a) Player position x = x0 − 10

(b) Player position x = x0

Figure 3.8: An example of opong falling out of sync. The future trajectory of the ball is
displayed in red. Player (a) will have updated and sent its position and catches the ball.
Player (b), on the other side of the network, has not yet received the update at the time
of calculating the new game state. From this point onwards, the two instances will lead
their own lives.

A final note on how messages are sent and received using the Ouroboros prototype. Once

the flow has been established, both ends receive their respective flow descriptors. These

descriptors are passed as an argument to the functions flow write and flow read, as has

been highlighted in Appendix A. For now, the player update message, which is nothing

more than the X-coordinate of the pallet represented by an unsigned integer, is packed

in a C structure. This structure can be directly passed to the flow write function. The

receiving side writes the raw bytes in a buffer, which then can be cast to this structure.

Two things were noted from this approach. Firstly, it is important to define a protocol

for the network messages used by the application. In this case, it is rather simple as only

one type of message is needed. Secondly, a solution has to be found to the problem where

7The other possibility here is to use a lockstep approach, as described in Section 2.2.2, where the event
loop waits for every update message of the client or server.
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different machines are used to run the application. Certainly with more complex messages

containing for instance floating-point number, it cannot be assured this floating-point will

be represented in the same way on the receiving machine as it is on the sending machine.

For this reason, a more formal, platform-neutral approach for serializing structured data

will be needed.

In hindsight, the idea of starting out with this simple app proved to be useful for the

further development of Agar.io, as some of the issues and techniques learned returned.

With the reconnaissance of both the Ouroboros prototype and the Qt Framework done,

the real work can start.

3.3 Ouroborosio 1.0: Recreating the original Agar.io

With the creation of opong completed, where a reconnaissance was made of developing

with both the Qt Framework and the Ouroboros prototype, work on the first mile stone

of this thesis can be started. In this section, the implementation of the game Agar.io is

described, where like the original, the field of play is limited and fixed in size. For the

explanation and general rules of the game, the reader is referred to Section 3.1. Note

that not an exact copy of Agar.io will be created; there will be two main differences. The

networking of the game will not be over the classical TCP/IP protocol suite, but rather

over a RINA network by making use of the Ouroboros prototype. Secondly, where Agar.io

uses a client-server architecture, this implementation will make use of a pure peer-to-peer

architecture. Pure is used here in the sense that the choice was made that all peers should

be equal. Remember from Section 2.2.2 that several problems with the development of

P2P MMOGs were solved by using different kinds of peers, such as master- and slave-

peers, with the masters having larger responsibilities. As these were solutions to problems

caused by the limitations of the TCP/IP protocol suite, it would be of interest to see how

far development using RINA can get without the need of more complex peers. Moreover,

Agar.io is a highly dynamic game, where players join and leave the game at a high pace.

The use of master peers in control of parts of the game makes sense for full-blown MMOGs

where the players tend to hold longer sessions and remain in the same area. With Agar.io,

per contra, a lot of back-up master peers would be necessary to provide enough robustness

and fail-safety due to the high throughput of joining and leaving peers, resulting in more

network and complexity overhead. Note that these two changes, namely the choice of

using a P2P architecture on top of the Ouroboros prototype, should not impact the user-

experience in any way; the changes are only under the hood. A fitting name for this

altered version of Agar.io, the choice landed on the contraction of Agar.io and Ouroboros;

Ouroborosio (a name that is surprisingly hard to pronounce when encountered for the first

time). In the sections below, the creation of the UI and game logic and the networking

aspect will be explained separately.
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3.3.1 User Interface and game logic

As this version of Ouroborosio is meant to be a prototype, with the emphasis on the

networking aspect, the choice was made to keep the game logic relatively simple. In what

follows the altered game rules are described from which an architecture can be drafted.

A peer is in control of an avatar on a large, fixed-sized field. The avatar consists of one

or more circular blobs which follow the mouse pointer of the peer. The moving speed

of a blob is inversely correlated with its size. With a press of a button, the blobs can

be split; every blob is split in two equal parts, where one of the newly created blobs is

flung forwards. After a while, the blobs can be merged back together by centering the

mouse pointer such that all the blobs will move to the center. The field contains small

food pellets. Moving a blob over a food pellet will consume it, making the blob grow and

consequently increase in size. Blobs can also consume other player’s blobs, provided that

they are large enough.

With this description, the following game logic can be deducted. The architecture of

Ouroborosio 1.0 is shown in Figure 3.9. The UI on the one hand and the networking

aspect on the other hand are abstracted from each other. The Gameplay class, extending

the QGraphicsView, meaning it will provide a view to display the contents of the game,

contains a QGraphicsScene object and all the QGraphicsItems necessary to be put into

the scene. These items are food pellets, players controlled by peers in the network, and the

local player controlled by the user of this instance. The food and the networked players

are kept in a QMap, which is red-black-tree based dictionary. This allows for fast look-up

and insertion of elements (both a complexity of O(logn)), which is favourable, as a lot of

events from the network will require the manipulation of these items. The event messages

can consequently pack a small key that will match with the item in the aforementioned

QMaps.

The first peer starting the game (how this is detected and done will be explained in

Section 3.3.2) will have to create the game state from scratch. For this simplified version

of Agar.io, it suffices to generate the food pellets’ locations in a randomized manner such

that food lies spread out all over the playing field. These positions are deterministic; for

the remainder of the lifetime of this networked Ouroborosio game, the food pellets will

always be on these positions. Knowing this, these fixed positions can be used as keys for

the QMap and by extension for event messages sent over the network. Take for example

a food pellet on location (x, y) = (159,−1908), a string ”159.-1908” can be constructed

as key. This key can now be used to send along food pellets when uploading the game

state or for event propagation if a food pellet gets eaten by a player. The latter implies

that food pellets have two states; they can be eaten or not. The moment a player eats a

food pellet, the state is set to eaten, the pellet is removed from the scene, and an event

containing the key and the change of state is propagated through a series of signals and
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slots from the food object itself to eventually the network, where the event is sent to the

other players. Also, a timer is started with a duration randomly sampled from a normally

distributed function. When the timer ends, the state is reverted back to not-eaten, the

food pellet reappears in the scene and a message with the state update is sent to the

peers.
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Moving on, a player, represented by the Player, is an abstract collection of its blobs,

represented by the class PlayerBlob. The blobs are uniquely identified by an ID and

have some geometric attributes. All methods called on the player have an effect on all

its blobs. For example; moving the player will move each one of the blobs¡ Splitting the

player call the split function on each of its blobs. The blobs will create a new blob that

will be lunged forward in the movement direction. The new blob is returned to the player

to be added to the list of blobs. The moment a player has split his blobs, a timer is started

and a boolean indicating the possibility to merge back together is set to false. Now the

blobs will collide with each other. When the timer reaches a certain point, the blobs are

allowed to merge back together. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.10. The previous

feature indicates collision detection and resolution is also handled in the player’s scope.

Recall that the Qt Framework is helpful here in the way that it can provide the colliding

items for any QGraphicsItem. Knowing this, the list of blobs is iterated through and for

every blobs the list of colliding items is checked. If there are any collisions, it will be one

of the following cases:

• The item is a food pellet: The food pellet is consumed by the blob and its area is

added to the area of the blob. The state of the food pellet is updated which triggers

an event to be published to the network.

• The item is a blob of the same player: If the player’s state is mergeable, the blobs

are allowed to overlap. If the overlap is large enough, the bigger blob of the two

will consume the smaller one. The bigger blob’s area increases with the area of the

smaller blob. The consumed blob is removed and deleted from the list of blobs of

the player. If the player’s state is non-mergeable, the blob currently being inspected

is set back the smallest possible distance along the vector connecting the two blob’s

centers such that there is no more overlap8.

• The item is a blob of another player: If the blob being inspected is larger than

the other player’s blob and the overlap is large enough, the other player’s blob will

be consumed. An event will be published containing the player’s identification and

blob ID to the network.

With the several help classes defined, the actual game loop can now be further explained.

The game loop is a function that is called every twenty milliseconds. In the loop, four

actions are taken sequentially.

1. The local player is moved by calling its move function and passing the location of

the mouse pointer as argument.

8Note that this is more of a quick-and-dirty solution of solving the conflict. Usually techniques such
as ray-tracing and collision prediction are used.
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2. The collision detection and handling function of the player is executed.

3. The current state of the player, i.e. its blobs, the blob’s sizes and positions, is

packed in an event and published to the network through a signal-slot connection.

The network will send the player update to all the peers.

4. The view is updated, namely, with an increase or decrease in the player’s size, the

view will zoom out or zoom in respectively. Lastly, the view is centered on the

center point of the player (which is the average of all the centers of its blobs).

With a clear view on how the game logic works and how the visual layer of the game is

put together, an explanation of the backend of the application will follow. The network

has been hinted to several times now, with events being published to it or events received

from it. In the following sections the black box that is now this network will be made

clear. First, the starting and initialization of the game is explained in Section 3.3.2 after

which a the structure of these events and network messages are highlighted in Section

3.3.3.

3.3.2 Networking: creating or joining a peer network of Ouroboro-

sio

Looking back at the opong game, recall that the client had to have knowledge of the

server application process name in order to connect to it. This is no hassle if the game

is played locally or the players know each other and can communicate this name to one

another. However, in the case of Ouroborosio, there are a larger amount of players, who

are theoretically spread around the globe. Communicating an identifier for the game

instance to everyone would be a pain. Therefore, a use case for Ouroborosio is the

complete transparency of networking. A user - which in this case will not be a client

or server anymore, but a peer - should be able to start his instance of Ouroborosio and

automatically connect to a running instance of the networked game. In other words, the

peer should seamlessly integrate in the existing peer network, without intervention of the

user. This requires two types of connection setups, or flow allocations for that matter,

with peers. When joining a game, the peer wanting to join should be able to make out

an undirected connection request, to which any one of the existing peers could respond,

in order to download the game state and other peers’ information. The second type is

a directed flow allocation request. Once the joining peer has knowledge about the other

existing peers, it should be able to set up a connection with them.

The aforementioned use case can be achieved by doing the following. The libouroboros-irm

library provides two kinds of binding functions to bind an application to the an IPC Pro-

cess part of a DIF. For the full signatures of these functions, see Appendix A. There is
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(a) At this instance, the player consists
of two blobs.

(b) Pressing the space bar splits both
original blobs. Two new blobs are
flung forward.

(c) As long as the state of the player
is non-mergeable, the blobs will collide
with each other.

(d) After a timer elapses, the state of
the player is mergeable. The blobs
start to clip over each other.

(e) When the overlap is large enough,
the blobs unite and form one large blob
with an area equally large as the total
area of the -now deleted- blobs.

Figure 3.10: A screenshot taken from the game Ouroborosio 1.0. A player named mm-
matthi is depicted splitting his blobs. Figures (a) through (e) occur chronologically.
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the irm bind ap function, as is used in Listing 3.2, which binds a name to the application

process for it to be found by other IPCPs in the DIF. Next, the irm bind api differs

from the previous function as it takes a Process ID (PID)9 of a running instance of the

application process to bind to a given name. It is clear that this is a more fine-grained

method of communication; an application process or IPCP can set up a flow with a run-

ning instance of another application process or IPCP. This powerful functionality can be

used advantageously in this case.

Now, if all peers were to bind their AP to a globally defined, in the application binary

hardcoded name (e.g. ouroborosio), any joining peer joining peer could try to allocate

a flow with this name as argument. This works because address mapping within a DIF

does not have to be a one-on-one relationship. A name can be bound to several addresses;

when a flow is allocated to the name, the IPCP will pick one of the addresses. I.e. the

Ouroboros prototype supports anycast. The flow would allocate to one of the peers, after

which messages can be exchanged to download the game state. This game state should

contain the unique names of the peers. At the instantiation of the games, the peers should

bind their running instance to a unique name (making use of the Process ID). It is this

unique name the joining peer shall receive, which enables him to allocate directed flows

with his new peers.

The attentive reader may note that a problem arises here. How can a new peer determine

a unique name when starting his game to bind to the instance, when he has no knowl-

edge of the other peers yet and is thus unable to check the validity of this name? The

way it is done here is by querying the hostname of the machine on which the game is

running, and concatenating this with the game name (for the sake of clarity) and with

the Process ID (such that multiple instances on the same machine have a different name).

An example; machine DesktopEmperor starts Ouroborosio. The operating system kernel

assigns PID 1509 to the process. Ouroborosio would then create the following unique

name: ouroborosio.DesktopEmperor.1509.

This approach is sufficient for the scope of this work, however, it is not completely robust.

Two machines may have the same hostname. Should they both start an instance of

Ouroborosio, and should those processes coincidentally have the same PIDs, the approach

will fail, as both instances will have identical names. The chances of this happening

are slim, yet non-zero. To make this naming system fail-safe, a type of Dynamic Host

Configuration could be used. The joining peer first connects to a peer using the global

name. This peer has the list and names of all the other peers in the game and can either

construct a unique name for the joining peer or send all the unique names and let the

joining peer decide itself on constructing a name.

Listing 3.3: RINA network setup for a peer for ouroborosio

9Most operating systems use this identifier, a number, to uniquely identify an active process.
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sudo irmd --stdout

irm ipcp create name ipcp1 type normal

irm ipcp bootstrap name ipcp1 dif dif1 type normal

irm bind ap bin/src/ouroborosio name ouroborosio

irm register name ouroborosio dif dif1

A small side note on the security and privacy of using hostnames and Process IDs as ap-

plication names. Even though RINA promises much more network security than TCP/IP

could offer, one can never be sure enough. Hence, the constructed unique names could

be hashed or encrypted or, stepping down from the idea of using logical names at all,

completely random strings could be used, provided they are unique amongst peers.

Having resolved the issues concerning the setting up of connections to a random instance

or unique instances of Ouroborosio, a network protocol can be defined for the application

on how to start the game. This protocol is defined below. The initialisation process of a

peer joining the networked Ouroborosio is illustrated in Figure 3.11.

1. Before starting the game; the user should execute a script to configure his network

to enable networking over RINA. This script is analogous to the script used for

opong and is shown in Listing 3.3. Note that it is already here that the AP is bound

to the global name ouroborosio and registered in the DIF.

2. The game can be started. First, the ouroboros init call is made to initialize this

instance for using the IPC infrastructures.

3. The instance binds its unique name, constructed using the hostname and PID, and

this name is registered in the DIF. Remark that this has to be the DIF that was

initialized in Listing 3.310.

4. A local (empty) version of the game is constructed, along with the necessary datas-

tructures and/or containers for all objects that can be passed over the network

(players and food pellets).

5. The instance tries to allocate a flow to the global name. The allocation can be

successful or unsuccessful:

(a) If successful; this means that a networked instance of Ouroborosio already

exists. A request message is sent, which will be answered with a copy of the

game state and a list of all peers currently in the network. A flow to the peers is

immediately established using their unique names. This is done for the reason

10Where now the user first has to configure the network and than start his game, a possible update
of the game should be to couple this together; with one press of the button, the network is configured
automatically and the necessary parameters are passed to the instance of the game.
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that game update events can be received as soon as possible such that there is

no risk in a desynchronization of the game state.

(b) If unsuccessful; this means no other peers were found that have bound their

AP to the global name, i.e. this peer is the first one starting Ouroborosio and

should thus initialize the game state, as is explained in Section 3.3.1.

6. Now, a new thread can be started which will listen for incoming flow allocations.

The peer is now part of the network and should therefore listen for other new peers

wanting to join. Remark that this thread should be started after step 5; otherwise

the flow allocation request to the global name could loop back and connect with

itself. Incoming flow allocations can originate from two cases:

(a) The incoming flow was established by requesting the global name; the peer on

the other side is a new joining peer wanting to download the game state. This

instance acts correspondingly by sending the game state and unique names of

the peers it has knowledge of. This flow is temporary for the duration of the

upload.

(b) The incoming flow was established by requesting the unique name of this peer;

the peer on the other side has already downloaded the game state and is now

connecting to all the peers in the network. This flow will serve as a channel

to exchange game updates and events to one another. A ConnectionReader is

started. It will last until either one of the peers disconnects. It is through these

flows the events that are published from each peer will be sent. The incoming

events are sent to the gameplay, where the gamestate (a player update or food

pellet state update) is changed asynchronously.

Having defined a protocol on how to establish connections and become part of the net-

worked Ourobrosio, the question can now be raised what messages should be used to

communicate and how exactly they should be sent over the flow, as one of the take-away

lessons from the creation of opong was that a formal and platform-neutral technique for

serializing structured data is needed.

To provide an answer to the first part of the question, observe that two categories can

be distinguished. Some types of messages will be needed to exchange the game state

and peer data, needed for peers wanting to join the game. To continue, some types of

messages will be needed to send events or updates of the game once the peer has joined

the network. Specifically, for the first case, it is required that;

• A peer should be able to dynamically identify or notify that the type of the incoming

or outgoing message.
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Alice

API bound to ouroborosio.Alice.21

AP bound to ouroborosio

Bob

API bound to ouroborosio.Bob.13

AP bound to ouroborosio

Carol

API bound to ouroborosio.Carol.5

AP bound to ouroborosio

David
Flow alloc. to ouroborosio

(a) The joining peer David tries to allocate a flow to the global name ouroborosio. All existing
peers should bind this name to their AP.

Alice

API bound to ouroborosio.Alice.21

AP bound to ouroborosio

Bob

API bound to ouroborosio.Bob.13

AP bound to ouroborosio

Carol

API bound to ouroborosio.Carol.5

AP bound to ouroborosio

David

game state
game state
game state

(b) The allocation will succeed and David will be connected to one of the existing peers. He can
request and download the current game state, including the unique names of the existing peers.
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Alice

API bound to ouroborosio.Alice.21

AP bound to ouroborosio

Bob

API bound to ouroborosio.Bob.13

AP bound to ouroborosio

Carol

API bound to ouroborosio.Carol.5

AP bound to ouroborosio

David

API bound to ouroborosio.David.42

AP bound to ouroborosio

(c) Using the unique names, flows can now be set up to the individual peers. David can also
bind the global and unique name to his AP and API, respectively. The peer has now joined the
network.

Figure 3.11: The protocol of a new peer joining a game of Ouroborosio. (a) First, the
joining peer sets up an undirected flow using the global name. (b) Through this flow, the
actual game state and other peers’ information can be downloaded. (c) This allows the
joining peer to set up flows to all the other peers and effectively join the network, and by
extension, the game.

• A peer can upload or download necessary data of the food pellets on the map

(location and state).

• A peer can upload or download necessary data of the other peers in the network

(unique names bound to the APIs).

• A peer should be able to identity itself or request identification of another peer.

In the second case, the following game events are defined;

• A peer should be able to dynamically identify or notify the type of incoming our

outgoing event.

• A peer can publish or receive an event in which a player state (position, size, etc.)

has been updated.

• A peer can publish or receive an event in which the state of a food pellet (eaten,

not eaten) has been updated.

• A peer can publish or receive an event in which it notifies another player’s blob has

been eaten.
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For the second part of the question, how the messages should be structured and serialized,

a different technique is used than using simple C structures, which are packed and fixed

in size, this is problematic for messages containing strings such as player names. Instead,

Protocol Buffers will be used.

3.3.3 Networking: sending messages and the use of Google Pro-

tocol Buffers

Protocol Buffers, created by Google Developers, are a language-neutral, platform-neutral,

extensible way of serializing structured data for use in among other things, communi-

cations protocols and data storage[25]. Protocol Buffers come with a custom compiler

protoc. This compiler generates code from custom made .proto files, in which a devel-

oper defines data structures, referred to as messages. The generated code can be invoked

by a sender or receiver of these messages. A strong point of Protocol Buffers is its inter-

operability, by supporting several major languages. Also, Protocol Buffers boasts to be

much faster and simpler than other data structuring languages such as eXtensible Markup

Language (XML).

A message format is defined by the keyword message. Each message contains one or

more uniquely numbered fields. The unique numbers are the tags, which are used to

identify the fields in the message binary format. Each field has a name and a value type,

where the value type can be an integer or floating-point number, a boolean, a string, raw

bytes, or even another protocol buffer message type. This last type allows for hierarchical

structuring of data. Fields can either be required, optional or repeated. The first indicates

that every message should contain exactly one of this field. The second means it can

have zero or one of this field, but not more than that, and the last indicates that the

message may contain any number of this field. Two more features of Protocol Buffers

used in this work are mentioned here. Enumerations can be defined, if it is wanted that

one of the fields only has one of a pre-defined list of values. Secondly, nested types allow

the definition and usage of message types inside another message type. Two example

message types used are depicted in Listing 3.4. The examples will be used two make two

final remarks on the networking aspect of Ouroborosio 1.0. All the message types defined

for Ouroborosio 1.0 can be found in Appendix B, Listing B.1.

Listing 3.4: Two examples of Protocol Buffer message types used in Ouroborosio 1.0

1 message mEvent {

2 enum Type {

3 DUMMY = 0;

4 PLAYER_UPDATE = 1;

5 EAT_FOOD = 2;

6 RESPAWN_FOOD = 3;
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7 EAT_PLAYER = 4;

8 }

9 required Type type = 1;

10 optional mPlayer player = 2;

11 optional mEatFood eatfood = 3;

12 optional mRespawnFood respawnfood = 4;

13 optional mEatBlob eatBlob = 5;

14 }

15

16 message mPeerList {

17 repeated mPeer peer = 1;

18 required bool next = 2;

19 }

The first remark is on the use of the enumerations and optional fields, as is the case

in message mEvent in Listing 3.4. In an earlier version of the network code, messages

containing solely a header enumeration were sent, followed by a message containing the

actual content. This is an inefficient method for detecting what type of message needs

to be parsed. Instead, the all the types of messages can be contained in one general

message type (e.g. mMessage) as optional fields with one required header enumeration

indicating what type of message is the content. This will enable dynamic identification

of and parsing of a message, as firstly the incoming message will always be parsed as

a mMessage, after which the header enumeration can be inspected to determine what

contents the mMessage carries. Note that this can be done recursively. A mMessage can

contain the aforementioned mEvent message, which itself can carry several different kinds

of events using the same technique.

The second remark is on the use of the boolean field next in the mPeerList message. At

this moment, the Ouroboros prototype does not incorporate package fragmentation yet.

Therefore, fragmentation has to be implemented on application level. The maximum SDU

size is 1500 bytes. The game state that a peer downloads contains all the food pellets and

other peers unique names. This will likely be much larger than one SDU and hence the

game state will have to be split up in several messages. The messages for sending food

pellets, mFoodList, and peer information, mPeerList, are filled up until they reach the

maximum size of 1500 bytes. If the message is full and there are still food pellets or peers

to send, the bool next is set to true. This way, the downloader on the other side knows

more messages are coming. The bool of the message containing the last peer(s) or food

pellet(s) will be set to false. The peer requesting the download will know the download

is complete.

This concludes the elaboration on Ouroborosio 1.0. With a good UI and game logic and

a firm understanding on how the network can be managed using the Ouroboros protoype,
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the step can be taken to the ultimate goal; scaling the gameplay based on in-game location.

3.4 Ouroborosio 2.0: Scaling to infinite gameplay

3.4.1 Partitioning the gameplay in static regions

What is infinite gameplay? As mentioned before, the original Agar.io and Ouroboros.io

have both a limited amount of players and a limited field size. Infinite gameplay would

imply an infinite field size and thus the possibility for a huge amount of players. Of

course, the game state of such a field would be impossible to create, let alone send or

synchronize with peers. From Section 2.2.2, where the techniques used in the design of

MMOGs in a P2P fashion were summarized, recall that a player should only receive game

state updates of his so-called Area of Interest (AOI). Everything outside of this area does

not have an effect on the player. It is important to define the AOI in such a way that

the illusion can be created for a player to be in an infinitely large game. There are three

major techniques to conquer the interest management problem, as it was referred to. In

the first technique it was up to the player himself to determine his AOI. The second

technique was the spatial model, where the game world was subdivided in static regions

and it was up to the player to determine which regions were in its AOI, and thus to

which regions it should subscribe for game updates. Lastly, a hybrid model was proposed

where super-peers have an overview over these static regions and can determine which

players are about to interact, resulting in a more fine-grained interest management. As

mentioned before, the use of super-peers is not a strategically wise choice in the case of

this game. Agar.io is highly dynamic, with lots of short duration duration gaming session

and large amounts of new connections and disconnections. Devising a system with a

lot of backup super-peers to cope with these dynamic aspects would become needlessly

complex. Therefore the choice was made to use a regional based model approach.

The following can be done to reformat Ouroborosio 1.0 into a regional based model. The

limited field that was created can now represent one region. A raster of such regions

can be created to form a very large playfield. Then what makes up for a player’s AOI?

Consider the following scenario, displayed in Figure 3.12, where a player finds himself in

such a raster of fields. When the players moves to either one of the borders of the field

he is currently in, his view will partly overlap with the field that is located on the other

side of the border. This means that the player should also be aware of the contents of

this field to ensure his view always displays the correct game state. Moreover, the player

should receive updates of all of its neighbouring fields. As such, a player’s AOI are his

current field as well as the eight neighbouring fields.

Some considerations on this idea. First off, The scene of the player has to be updated
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(0, 0)(−1, 0) (1, 0)

(0,−1)(−1,−1) (1,−1)

(0, 1)(−1, 1) (1, 1)

scene

view
player

Figure 3.12: Scaling Ouroboros gameplay by making use of static regions. To ensure that
the view of the local player shows the correct scene content, game events and updates
should be received from all the neighbouring fields, i.e. the player’s AOI, his scene, should
be the nine fields enclosed in the green square. Note that fields can be identified uniquely
by their position in the global scene.
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continually, meaning that once a field border is crossed, the set of fields that belong to a

player’s scene has to be updated to contain his current field and its new eight neighbours.

For example, take the player in Figure 3.12. If he were to move to the left and cross the

border from field (0, 0) to field (−1, 0), the fields to the right of the player, (1,−1), (1, 0)

and (1, 1) can be ’dropped’ as it were, as it is no longer of interest to the player to receive

updates from them. On the other hand, connections should be established with the new

neighbours, fields (−2,−1), (−2, 0) and (−2, 1).

An immediate thought that springs to mind is the following borderline case. A player could

’flip-flop’ over a border between two fields repeatedly. Each border crossing would call for

the dropping of certain fields and connecting (and downloading of the game state) of the

required new fields. This would cause for a lot of network overhead and needless stress

on the system and network resources. A possible solution would be the use of so-called

buffer zones, illustrated in Figure 3.13. Aside from the actual field borders, every field

now also contains an inner buffering border. The use of these new borders is as follows.

Take the possible path A the player could follow in Figure 3.13. Crossing a real border

will still issue the download and connection of the three new neighbouring fields (located

to the right-hand side), but it will not immediately drop the three old neighbouring fields

on the left-hand side. As the player loops back into the field from where he originated,

it will not be necessary to download and connect to the old neighbours anymore, they

are still in the AOI of the player. If the player were to follow path B, crossing the real

border downloads and connects to the new fields as in the previous case, but now the

player would also cross the buffer border in the new field. This triggers to drop the old

neighbours, now located two fields to the left-hand side of the player.

As a last remark, even though all seems sound to use this conceptual technique for scaling

the gameplay, but now the question can be raised how it will effectively done. How will a

player find the new fields he should connect to, and what if those fields don’t exist yet?

Recall that this question is similar to the one in Section 3.3.2, where it was asked how a

peer could find a networked instance of Ouroborosio without specifying any bound and

registered names. The same approach used then can be reapplied here. Note that the

fields are uniquely distinguishable by their coordinates in the global scene. A player can

thus bind his API not only to his unique name, as was already the case in Ouroborosio

1.0, but also to a unique name for each of the fields that belong to its AOI. Such a

unique name can easily be constructed using the field’s coordinates, e.g. the field with

coordinates (2,−1) carries the name ouroborosio.2.-1. If the name is also registered in the

DIF used by the game, a peer will be able to allocate flow to any field using the field’s

unique name.

Recycling the ideas from Ouroborosio 1.0 that the game Ouroborosio in general should

be reachable over the network, as well as the players individually, a player will have the

following network configuration; the AP bound to the general name (e.g. ouroborosio),
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player

A

B

Figure 3.13: Aside from the real borders between fields, buffer border can be added to cope
with players rapidly and repeatedly crossing a border. Old neighbouring fields will only
be dropped when the buffer border is crossed, as is the case when path B is followed. If
path A were to be followed, returning to the original field would not require a re-download
of the neighbours, as they had not been dropped yet.

his API bound to a unique name of the player itself (e.g. ouroborosio.HOSTNAME.PID),

and his API bound to each field in his AOI (e.g. ouroborosio.x.y). For instance, take the

player in Figure 3.12, he would listen to incoming flows directed to:

• ouroborosio

• ouroborosio.playerHOSTNAME.playerPID

• ouroborosio.x.y with x ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and y ∈ {−1, 0, 1}

Using these capabilities, a new protocol can be devised for Ouroborosio 2.0.

3.4.2 Networking: creating or joining a peer network and man-

aging AOI

The protocol is similar to the one devised in Section 3.3.2.

1. Before starting the game; the user should execute a script to configure his network

to enable networking over RINA. This script is shown in Listing 3.3. Note that it

is already here that the AP is bound to the global name ouroborosio and registered

in the DIF.

2. The game can be started. First, the ouroboros init call is made to initialize this

instance for using the IPC infrastructures.
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3. The instance bounds its unique name, constructed using the hostname and PID,

and this name is registered in the DIF. Remark that this has to be the DIF that

was initialized in Listing 3.3.

4. A local (empty) version of the game is constructed, along with the necessary datas-

tructures and/or containers for all objects that can be passed over the network

(players and food pellets).

5. The instance tries to allocate a flow to the global name. The allocation can be

successful or unsuccessful:

(a) If successful; this means that a networked instance of Ouroborosio already

exists. A request message is sent, which will be answered with a starting field

and location for the joining peer. Threads can be started to download the

states of the eight neighbouring fields. These states contain the food pellets

and other peers currently in those fields. Event flows are immediately set up

with these peers.

(b) If unsuccessful; this means no other peers were found that have bound their

AP to the global name, i.e. this peer is the first one starting Ouroborosio and

should thus initialize the game state of the nine first fields of the game. This

peer should initialize these fields (generating and placing the food pellets), bind

his API to the unique names of the fields and register the name into the DIF.

6. Now, a new thread can be started which will listen for incoming flow allocations.

The peer is now part of the network and should therefore listen for other new peers

wanting to join. Remark that this thread should be started after step 5; otherwise

the flow allocation request to the global name could loop back and connect with

itself. Incoming flow allocations can originate from three cases:

(a) The incoming flow was established by requesting the global name; the peer on

the other side is a new joining peer requesting a starting field and position.

This instance acts correspondingly by sending the field it currently finds itself

in. This flow is temporary for the duration of the upload.

(b) The incoming flow was established by requesting the unique name of this peer;

the peer on the other side has already downloaded the game state of the field

this instance currently resides in and is now connecting to all the peers in said

field. This flow will serve as a channel to exchange game updates and events

to one another. A ConnectionReader is started. It will last until either one of

the peers disconnects. It is through these flows the events that are published

from each peer will be sent. The incoming events are sent to the gameplay,

where the gamestate (a player update or food pellet state update) is changed

asynchronously.
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(c) The incoming flow was established by requesting a field’s unique name that

currently belongs to this instance’s AOI; the peer on the other side is either

a new joining peer requesting the download of this field or crossed a field

border triggering the download of this new neighbour. This instance acts

correspondingly by sending the field that was requested. This flow is temporary

for the duration of the upload.

With this networking protocol, every peer will be in charge of creating and managing his

own P2P network, based on his AOI.

The expansion from one fixed-size field to multiple fields calls for a change in the game

logic, UI and back-end logic. The major differences with Ouroborosio 1.0 will be summed

up.

One addition on the level of game logic and UI is the GameField class. A lot of the

original logic in the Gameplay class in Ouroborosio 1.0 is moved to this new class. The

altered Gameplay class in Ouroborosio 2.0 will now act as a logical container for the fields

that are currently in the local player’s AOI. The fields are contained in a QMap, with as

key the unique name of the field. Events from the fields (such as eating a food pellet) are

propagated to the Gameplay class and then to the Network class.

A second change in game logic is one added function in the game’s event loop. Recall

that the event loop in Ouroborosio 1.0 had four separate functions (moving the local

player, detecting and handling of collision, publishing the player update to the network

and updating the view on the scene). One function is added, where it is checked if the

player crosses any kind of border (a real border or a buffer border). The way this is done

is by separating the field in three zones alongside the X-axis and three zones alongside

the Y-axis. For the X-axis, from left to right, the space between the leftmost real border

and the left buffer border is zone -1. The space in the center of the field between the two

buffer borders is zone 0, and the space between the right buffer border and the rightmost

real border is zone 1. The same holds along the Y-axis, from top to bottom. The zones

can thus be represented by a pair (x, y) with x, y ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Every event-loop, it is

checked whether or not the player changed from zone. Four distinct cases can happen

if a zone change was detected, here explained just for the zones along the X-axis. The

changes are completely analogous for the case along the Y-axis.

• Zone 1 to zone -1. This means the player crossed a real border between two fields

and this from the left to the right. The instance triggers the download of three new

fields (with Y-coordinates one above, one the same and one below the Y-coordinate

of the current field) to the right of the field it currently resides in.

• Zone -1 to zone 1: This is the same as previous case but in the opposite direction.
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• Zone -1 to zone 0: The player moved to the center and crossed a buffer border from

left to right. The three fields (with Y-coordinates one above, one the same and

one below the Y-coordinate of the current field) two positions along the X-axis to

the left are dropped from the local instance. The network also unbinds the API

from these fields’ unique names such that the instance will no longer react to flow

allocations made to these fields.

• Zone 1 to zone 0: This is the same as previous case but in the opposite direction.

When a field is dropped; the event flows between the local player and the players in said

field should be ended. Therefore, upon dropping a field, a message is sent to the players

it contains that the connection should be ended. After this message has been sent, the

flow can be deallocated, effectively removing the peer from this instance’s P2P network,

and the player can be removed from the scene. The receiver of the message also has to

deallocate the flow, as this has to be done on both sides of the flow to release the resources

used by the IPCPd.

For the added game logic and networking calls, several new Protocol Buffer Messages

were introduced. These include messages for the initialization of a game, downloading

or uploading of a field, and the added event message indicating an event connection is

fit to be teared down. The exact signatures of the messages can be seen in Listing B.2,

Appendix B.

As a final remark, in a first iteration of implementing Ouroboros 2.0, the program ran

sequentially one the main thread, aside from the thread listening for incoming new con-

nections and the threads listening for events of other peers. With the addition of fields

and the necessity of downloading and/or creating fields, two issues were immediately dis-

covered that hampered the UI responsiveness. Firstly, when a real border is crossed,

issuing the download of new fields, the action taken is trying to connect to the fields using

their unique names, as described in the protocol above. This attempt at establishing a

connection can go two ways; the attempt will time-out, meaning there is no peer that has

bound his API to the unique name of the field, leading to the local creation of the field,

or the attempt is successful and the field is downloaded from the peer with which the

connection was established. In either case, the time-out and creation, or the download

itself, will be a timely operation, blocking the main thread. For this reason, the choice

was made to issue the download and/or creation of fields on separate threads. Here it is

important that any manipulation of the QGraphics framework (e.g. adding/updating/re-

moving items from the scene or updating the view) have to be done by the main thread

of the application.

The communication between threads in the Qt Framework is done via signals and slots.

For better control over the communication between threads, certain types can be assigned

to sign-slot connections. The types determine whether a particular signal is delivered to
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a slot immediately or queued for delivery at a later time. Three types are of importance

in this work:

• Direct connection: The slot is invoked immediately when the signal is emitted.

The slot is executed in the signalling thread.

• Queued connection: The slot is invoked when control returns to the event loop

of the receiver’s thread. The slot is executed in the receiver’s thread.

• Blocking queued connection: Same as the queued connection, except that the

signalling thread blocks until the slot returns. This connection must not be used if

the receiver lives in the signalling thread, or else the application will deadlock.

The extra control over the direct or queued delivery of signals comes in handy in multiple

cases. Take for example the following case; the ConnectionListener thread should be

blocking on the flow accept call as much as possible, for the reason that if a flow is

attempted to be allocated using flow alloc, and there is no AP or IPCP blocking on

the flow accept call, the allocation will fail. Therefore, handling the new incoming con-

nection should be done using a queued signal-slot connection. The ConnectionListener

thread emits the signal and let’s the main thread handle the incoming connection as soon

as the scheduler allows it to do so. The ConnectionListener thread itself can immedi-

ately continue its own event loop, which will be looping back to start listening again for

a new incoming flow.

Now, to go back again to the downloading or creating of fields. When the download

of a new fields is issued, the main thread starts a new thread, an instantiation of the

GameFieldDownloader class, and starts it. In this thread, an attempt is first made to

allocate a flow to the unique name of the field being requested. Even if the request takes

a while or times out, the main thread is now unaffected and the game event loop can still

be executed. The allocation can either fail or succeed. In the first case, a signal is emitted

to locally create a new field. The positioning and creation of food pellets can be done in

the same thread. When the creation is complete, the field can be drawn (i.e. food pellets

added to the scene). As this drawing requires interaction with the scene, it is invoked

with a queued connection, such that the main thread will execute it. In the latter case,

if a flow is successfully set up, the download is requested after which the thread enters a

loop to download the SDUs containing the field. Food pellets can be added to the field

(without drawing them yet) and players in the field can be added to this instance’s P2P

network. When the download is complete, the field is drawn by emitting a signal with a

queued connection, the thread exits the loop, deallocates the flow, and exits. The entire

process is illustrated by means of a sequence diagram in Figure 3.14.
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Now, the question can be raised as to when the peer should bind its API to the unique

name of the new field and register this name into the game’s DIF. A naive answer would

be to this this right after the download or creation of the field is complete. It is only

then that the peer has the field to offer for uploading for any other peers wanting to

download it. However, the following scenario might occur. A player might cross a real

border and issue the download of the necessary new fields. For one or more of the fields,

there is no peer yet that has bound and registered its API to the field’s unique name,

i.e. the field does not exist yet. The peer starts creating the field on a parallel thread.

Meanwhile, another peer crosses the same border. As the previous peer is not ready yet

with the creation of the field, and by extension has not yet bound its API and registered

the unique name into the DIF, the new peer will also fail to establish a connection and

will construct a new field himself. Of course, the two fields being created by two separate

peers, although being located on the same coordinates and carrying the same name, will

be created differently. In other words, the game state will be desynchronized from there

on.

To solve this, the use of mutexes is needed. Each field can have a mutex indicating its state.

If the mutex is locked, the field is currently being downloaded or created. The moment

the download of a field is issued, the mutex is locked. The GameFieldDownloader thread

is started and attempts to establish a flow. Only after the attempt the peer binds it API

to the field’s unique name and registers it. If this were done before the allocation attempt,

the peer would possibly set up a loopback connection to himself. Now, the peer downloads

or creates the field, depending on the success of the flow allocation. Meanwhile, the same

peer receives a download request for the field it is currently downloading. The thread

receiving this request is also the thread that will send the field (this is done through a

signal-slot connection using a direct connection type). At the start of the function sending

the field, the mutex of the field is attempted to be locked. The thread will block as the

mutex was already locked at the start of the download/creation. Once the field has been

downloaded/created, the mutex can be unlocked by the GameFieldDownloader thread

and the thread sending the field will now be able to lock the mutex again and send the

field to the requesting peer. Note that this synchronizing of threads has no impact on the

main thread. For both the requesting and requested peer, the game will remain responsive

throughout the scenario.

A final remark has to made on an issue resulting from the design choice of sending both

despawn and respawn messages for food pellets. Recall from Ouroborosio 1.0 that when

the state of a food pellet was set to eaten, the state change was broadcast to the peers

and a local timers was started. Once the timer elapsed, the state was set to non-eaten and

the state change is again broadcast to the peers. This could form an issue in Ouroborosio

2.0. Take the scenario where a player eats a food pellet and ten leaves the field, resulting

in an update of his P2P network. Now, the timers elapses and the state change is sent to
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the updated P2P network. Some of the new peers are nothing with the status update; the

field the food pellet belongs to is not in their AOI. These peers can discard the message.

A more troublesome case though, where the game state is desynchronized, is that some

peers that should have received the message, as the field is in their AOI, yet will not

receive the message as they were dropped from the peer’s network due to the field change.

To solve this, three possible solutions can be taken into consideration:

• When the state change from non-eaten to eaten is sent, send along the value of the

timer. Every peer starts a timer locally and reverts the state back after the timer

elapses. This omits the need for respawn messages, the responsibility is handed to

the peers themselves. This option might hold slight inaccuracies due to delays in

network messages and differences between timers of different machines.

• Omit the need for variable timers all together. Let food respawn after a predefined,

fixed value. The despawn message is sent, after which every peer starts the timer

with this predefined value. The same disadvantages as above apply here.

• A last option adds some peer complexity. When the player leaves a field, the set

of all food pellets still being respawned, i.e. the timers are still running, are sent

to a randomly selected peer in that field, along with the remaining values of the

timers. This peer has now the responsibility of letting the timers finish and sending

the respawn messages. Should this peer also leave the field, the process can be

repeated.

To summarize the Section on Ouroborosio 2.0, the gist of it all is the fact that every

peer dynamically manages his own P2P network, based on his AOI, which corresponds to

several static regions of the game. Using this technique, a proof of concept decentralized

MMOG was developed which is effectively scalable. An illustration of the P2P networks

based on the AOIs of the peers is illustrated in Appendix C.
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4
Network Performance Analysis

Having developed a proof of concept supporting scalable decentralized gaming, it is now

of interest to perform some analysis on how effective it is. Does the technique of using

dynamically managed P2P networks based on AOI prevail over one giant field with one

giant P2P network? If so, what are some of the optimal parameters for the case of

this proof of concept, Ouroborosio 2.0? In order to perform some rudimentary tests,

two elements are needed. Manual control over several instances of the game is highly

impractical, therefore simple bots should be created to control player movement and

actions, this to simulate a real gameplay scenario where players will change of fields.

Moreover, the bot instantiations of the game should be run headless, i.e. without GUI, to

constrain the stress on the machine performing the tests as much as possible. Secondly,

the game logic has to be updated in such a way that different configurations of parameters

are possible.

To provide a meaningful answer to the questions raised above, two network statistics

are to be measured; the number of allocated flows and the network data transfer, as in

how much data has been downloaded or uploaded through these flows. For both of these

statistics, the difference can be made between flow allocations and data transfer for event

publishing between peers on the one hand, and flow allocations and data transfer for the

download/upload of fields. The variable parameters in this test case are the amount of

players and the field sizes. It was chosen to put a limit on the total playable area, i.e. to

have a limited roster of fields. In all test cases, the total playable area should remain the

same, but has to be represented by a different amount of fields in every case. Consider
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•
•

•

••
•

•

(a) A (full) AOI of a player takes up
100% of the total playable area.

•
•

•

••
•

•

(b) A (full) AOI of a player takes up
56.25% of the total playable area.

•
•

•

••
•

•

(c) A (full) AOI of a player takes up
36% of the total playable area.

•
•

•

••
•

•

(d) A (full) AOI of a player takes up
14.06% of the total playable area.

Figure 4.1: An illustration of the four test scenarios. The total playable area remains the
same for the four cases; 20000 by 20000 pixels. From (a) to (d), the area is represented
by a differing amount of fields. The AOI of the player in red is shown.

the following test cases; a total playable area of 20000 by 20000 pixels can be represented

by one field with dimensions 20000 by 20000, sixteen rostered fields with dimensions 5000

by 5000, twenty-five rostered fields with dimensions 4000 by 4000 and sixty-four rostered

fields with dimensions 2500 by 2500. The test scenarios are illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Note that the case of four rostered fields with dimensions 10000 by 10000 is skipped; any

player’s AOI would still encompass the entire playable area, which would result in the

same network behaviour as in the case with one large field.

4.1 Creating headless bots

The goal here is to create simple bots that imitate player movement. Generally, a human

player playing Agar.io (and thus by extent Ouroborosio) smoothly moves the mouse cursor

over the screen. Sporadically, the player will quickly change direction, for example to evade

or chase another player, hereby moving the cursor quickly to the opposite side of where

it was pointing before.

The way this is implemented for a bot is as follows. The cursor will be represented by

a generated point. A class RandomWalker updates the position of this point every 150
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milliseconds, by randomly sampling a radius from a normal distribution and an angle

from a uniform distribution.

Another random generated number dictates the possibility of the point being mirrored

over the X- and/or Y-axis of the coordinates system of the player. Lastly, the point is

kept within a rectangle around the player with dimensions of a standard computer display,

this to mimic the constraints a real player has moving his mouse pointer.

Starting the game headless can easily be done. To show a view of a scene, one has to

explicitly call a function to show the view widget. Omitting this call will not hamper any

of the game logic, it will start the game without a UI.

4.2 Test setup

To allow to set up tests as explained above, the application should be able to be configured

properly. Doing this in the code and recompiling the application every time would be an

enormous hassle. Therefore, the ability to pass certain configuration arguments should

be implemented. The necessary parameters for the tests are the field size and the limit

on total playable area, defined by the number of fields that make up one side of the

area. The Qt Framework provides a means for handling the command line options via

the QCommandLineParser class. It provides an easy API to work with positional and/or

optional arguments. The help commando shows all available arguments for the program.

Figure 4.2 shows this commando execution for Ouroborosio 2.0. The explanation of the

arguments themselves are also depicted in the figure.

To analyze the network performance, every flow allocation or deallocation and every SDU

size are written to comma-separated values (CSV) files. For the flows, the type of flow

and the time of allocation/deallocation in milliseconds since the Unix Epoch are written

to the CSV. A flow can be either of two types; a network flow is used to download fields

or initialize a game and an event flow are flows set up between peers to publish update

events. For the SDU data, the bytesize of each sent and received packet is written to the

CSV, together with the type, milliseconds since the Unix Epoch, and a bool depicting if

the packet was sent or received. The type of packets is the same as in the case of the

flows. A remark has to be made here on the naive approach to write the data immediately

to CSV files. Mutexes were used as multiple threads are able to write to the same file.

Note that this ’live’ writing is a bottleneck on the application’s system resources usage,

however, it does not have an impact on the behaviour, and therefore the test results, of

the network. A proper approach would be to write the data to a dedicated object in

a datastructure. Only when the instance exits should the object be written to a CSV

format.
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Figure 4.2: All possible arguments for Ouroborosio 2.0, allowing different set-ups for the
game.
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For the amount of players and duration of the game, it was chosen to let 10 bots play

the game for a timespan of two minutes after the last bot joins the game to acquire the

data described above. As the test were run locally one one machine, a higher number

of players would be too much of a stress on the machine. Even though the number of

players is small, it will give an indication on the network performance if it were measured

with a higher amount of players. A framerate (and thus network tickrate) of 30 updates

per seconds was chosen, which is a good balance between smooth gameplay and good

performance.

The tests are executed as follows; the IRMd is started and the network is configured using

a script as shown in Listing 3.3. Then the bash script as shown in Listing 4.1 is executed

with the correct parameters for the test. The script starts one bot instance with UI, for

visual feedback, and nine headless bots. After two minutes, all instances are killed. The

necessary arguments are passed along.

Listing 4.1: Test script to automatically start several instances of Ouroborosio.

#!/bin/bash

./ ouroborosio -bzd -f 2500 --bounds 8 --fps 30 --logs &

sleep 3

for i in {1..9}

do

./ ouroborosio -bld -f 2500 --fps 30 --logs &

sleep 3

done

sleep 2m

ps -ef | grep ouroborosio | grep -v grep |

awk ’{print $2}’ | xargs kill

From the resulting CSVs, graphs and data were crunched automatically using a Python

script.

4.3 Results and analysis

The results are shown discussed case by case. Afterwards, a comparative study is made.

For every case, the measured statistics of the first peer and another peer joining the game

at a later instance are shown. Typically, the first peer shows slightly different behaviour

than peers joining later. The time axis is always shown relative to the first peer. The

time axis’ zero point always depicts the moment the first peer start his game.

For the tables containing statistical data, all ten peers were taken into account. The

calculations for data transfer rates used the actual time a peer was in-game, and not the
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total two minute testing time.

4.3.1 Case 1: 1x1 field with size 20000 pixels

(a) Number of flows of the first peer. (b) Number of flows of a peer joining the game later.

(c) Data transfer of the first peer. (d) Data transfer of a peer joining the game later.

Figure 4.3: Number of flows and data transfer of the first peer and a peer joining the
game later for case 1. In this case, the data of the fifth joining peer is shown.

This first case is a single field of 20000 by 20000 pixels. Every peer’s AOI is therefore the

entire playable area. The behaviour of the network is predictable and stable for all peers.

This case is a classical P2P network; the entire peer base is fully connected. In Figure 4.3

can be seen that the first peer to start the game will upload the field to one or more

other peers joining later. A peer joining later, in this case the fifth peer is illustrated, will

download the single field and connect to all the other peers already in-game. Note that

the allocated flows graph cuts off at the 30 second mark. A this point, all ten peers have

joined the game and the flows are stable.
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Table 4.1: Number of established flows for case 1.

mean std min max

network 3.6 0.8 2 4
event 9.0 0.0 9 9
total 12.6 0.8 11 13

Table 4.2: Data transfer rates for case 1.

mean (kB/s) std (kB/s) min (kB/s) max (kB/s)

network upload 0.91 0.52 0.0032 1.91
network download 0.94 0.32 0.0032 1.14
event 15.49 1.52 12.65 17.87
total 17.33 1.65 14.67 20.05

The number of established flows can be further examined in Table 4.1. The number of

event flows is always nine, as all ten peers are fully connected. The fluctuating amount of

network flows can be explained as follows. Every peer will allocate at least two flows; one

to download the initialization information to start his game, one to download the single

field. It is not guaranteed that all flows are allocated evenly and fairly, some peers will

be reached more to be requested for game state information.

As for data transfer rates, displayed in Table 4.2, the rates for the network types are quite

low: only one field is downloaded in the total of two (or more) minutes of gameplay, the

averaged out rate will therefore be quite low. For event transfer rates, as all ten peers are

fully connected for the entire duration of the test, these rates will be quite high.

4.3.2 Case 2: 4x4 fields with size 5000 pixels

In this case, nine fields that make up an entire AOI of a player will take up 56.25% of

the entire playfield. In Figure 4.4, the different behaviour can be seen; After time, peers

will spread out and their AOIs will not overlap anymore. Event connections are dropped.

Either the player moves to another field, or another player enters the AOI of the first,

the whole system is now way more dynamic, resulting in the oscillating number of event

flows. As for network, short bursts of flows are allocated to download three new fields or

upload one or more fields to another peer. As for the data transfer, it can be seen that

throughout the gameplay, fields are uploaded and downloaded.
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(a) Number of flows of the first peer. (b) Number of flows of a peer joining the game later.

(c) Data transfer of the first peer. (d) Data transfer of a peer joining the game later.

Figure 4.4: Number of flows and data transfer of the first peer and a peer joining the
game later for case 2. In this case, the data of the ninth joining peer is shown.

Table 4.3 shows the effect of the regional model. Both for networking and event flows the

amount of flow establishments is a lot higher. Every time a peer moves to a new field,

three network flows are established (if the new field already exist and are downloadable

from another peer) for downloading fields. Peers continually join and leave the focused

peer’s AOI, therefore event flows are continuously set up and broken down.

The more fine-grained approach by using multiple fields is beneficial for the data transfer

rates, as can be concluded from Table 4.4. Even though a lot more fields are downloaded

and uploaded than in the previous case, the fields are a sixteen times smaller in area,

and thus require sixteen times less data to represent and download or upload respectively.

Also, as not all peers are connected all the time, a lower event flow data transfer rate is

observed, with a total transfer rate lower than the previous case.
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Table 4.3: Number of established flows for case 2.

mean std min max

network 41.2 12.17 27 65
event 15.6 5.99 9 32
total 56.8 12.4 36 77

Table 4.4: Data transfer rates for case 2.

mean (kB/s) std (kB/s) min (kB/s) max (kB/s)

network upload 1.52 0.51 0.77 2.42
network download 1.55 0.69 0.01 2.69
event 9.96 2.47 5.88 15.09
total 13.03 3.17 7.82 18.74

4.3.3 Case 3: 5x5 field with size 4000 pixels

Decreasing the sizes of fields further to 4000 by 4000 pixels, resulting in a roster of 5x5

fields to represent the entire playfield, an entire nine fields of a peer’s AOI take up 36%

of the total area. The behaviour from the previous case is repeated, as illustrated in

Figure 4.5, with slightly more fluctuations in number of event flows and a higher number

of field uploads and/or downloads.

With smaller field sizes come more fields switches and thus network and event flow al-

locations. This results can be seen in Table 4.5. Table 4.6 shows that again, the data

transfer rates have gone down.
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(a) Number of flows of the first peer. (b) Number of flows of a peer joining the game later.

(c) Data transfer of the first peer. (d) Data transfer of a peer joining the game later.

Figure 4.5: Number of flows and data transfer of the first peer and a peer joining the
game later for case 3. In this case, the data of the sixth joining peer is shown.

Table 4.5: Number of established flows for case 3.

mean std min max

network 54.0 15.1 30 78
event 19.4 3.1 15 26
total 73.4 17.1 45 97

Table 4.6: Data transfer rates for case 3.

mean (kB/s) std (kB/s) min (kB/s) max (kB/s)

network upload 1.26 0.53 0.31 2.26
network download 1.31 0.51 0.14 2.06
event 9.26 2.08 4.77 12.16
total 11.85 2.57 6.04 15.34
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4.3.4 Case 4: 8x8 field with size 2500 pixels

The last case has field sizes of 2500 by 2500 pixels. Nine fields that make up a peer’s AOI

is 14.06% of the total playable area.

(a) Number of flows of the first peer. (b) Number of flows of a peer joining the game later.

(c) Data transfer of the first peer. (d) Data transfer of a peer joining the game later.

Figure 4.6: Number of flows and data transfer of the first peer and a peer joining the
game later for case 4. In this case, the data of the sixth joining peer is shown.

Figure 4.6 shows again the same behaviour, yet the dynamicness is further increased.

Note that the number of event flows stays relatively high; this is due to that fact that the

random bots stayed close together during the test. This can also be seen in Table 4.7.

The number of established flows has not gone up in comparison with the previous case.

Aside from bots coincidental sticking more together, the amount network flows is also

less for the following reason. Peers moving to new fields have now a statistically higher

chance of moving to fields that have not been initialized yet, i.e. fields that do not reside

in any other peer’s AOI. Therefore the peer will have to initialize the field himself and no
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network connections are set up.

It is also here that can be noted that for more general and stable results, the test should

be executed longer on the one hand, and multiple times on the other hand. Longer tests

will make sure the random bots have time enough to fully explore the entire playfield,

which will results in clearer results in terms of flow establishments. More tests should be

done so that borderline cases where bots coincidentally stick together for a long time or

are always spread out will be averaged out with other tests.

However, the test conducted in this chapter still remain a decent indication on the per-

formance and behaviour of the game and the techniques it used. Finally, a comparison of

the four test cases will be made in the following Section.

Table 4.7: Number of established flows for case 4.

mean std min max

network 53.8 11.00 40 71
event 16.4 3.01 12 22
total 73.8 13.27 49 96

Table 4.8: Data transfer rates for case 4.

mean (kB/s) std (kB/s) min (kB/s) max (kB/s)

network upload 0.50 0.19 0.19 0.86
network download 0.51 0.09 0.35 0.62
event 4.65 1.02 3.06 6.16
total 5.66 0.93 4.42 7.3

4.3.5 Field size comparison

Lastly, a comparison was made of five test cases. They consist of the four test cases

described in the Sections above, plus one last case with field size 3333 by 3333 pixels,

where a player’s AOI fills 25% of the total area. The independent variable choices of

the test set-ups are denoted in Table 4.9. Each test was performed five times, using the

controlled variables as described in Section 4.2 (i.e. 20000× 20000 total area, 10 bots, 2

minutes of uninterrupted gameplay).

The dependent variables to be measured every iteration of each test case are the data

transfer rates and number of flow establishments, averaged over the ten peers. The average

and standard deviation of the five averages can be calculated to form the couples (x̄rate,

σrate) and (x̄flow, σflow). Using the average and standard deviations, the 95% confidence

interval for the actual mean can be calculated. The results displayed in Figure 4.7. Even

though the number of tests were on the low side and with a limited amount of peers,
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Table 4.9: Independent variable choices for network performance test cases.

fields field size (pixels) AOIpeer

total area

test 1 1× 1 20000× 20000 100%
test 2 4× 4 5000× 5000 56.25%
test 3 5× 5 4000× 4000 36%
test 4 6× 6 3333× 3333 25%
test 5 8× 8 2500× 2500 14.06%

the results indicate the scalability of the game. The game can be effectively partitioned

into smaller fields, yielding lower data transfer rates. This comes at the cost of having to

establish more flows. However, supporting on the Ouroboros prototype, this effect poses

no problem.

Figure 4.7: A comparison of five test cases. The error bars on the data points represent
the 95% confidence intervals of the means.

Also remark that if the total playable area were much larger, say one million by one

million pixels or beyond, and the density of the amount of peers per field would remain

the same, the transfer rates and flow establishments would remain in the same order as

discussed in the cases were the regional model was used. The first case, where every peer

has the entire game-state and all peers are fully connected, would simply not be possible.

One could ask in decreasing the field size even further would still optimize performances.
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While from a research standpoint this is an interesting question, it should be kept in mind

that the whole gist of using field is to create the immersion that the player is in one giant

area. If the fields would become so small that the entire AOI of a player fit inside of the

display of the player, this immersion is lost.
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5
Future Work

With a working prototype, the path now is open for further decentralized game develop-

ment using the Ouroboros prototype.

5.1 Regional model: beyond static fields

Note the following two observations.

In the original Agar.io, as well as in the Ouroborosio prototypes, the view a player has

on the game zooms out according to the player’s size. With a limited, static field size,

the following game breaking event can happen. A player might become so large that the

zoomed out view the player has on the game will span over the nine fields that make up

his AOI. The player will see parts of the game that have not been downloaded, resulting

in breaking his immersion. The case can even be extended to the player’s avatar itself

becoming larger than one or multiple fields. This problem can be averted by letting a

player slowly lose area over time, i.e. its blobs will shrink. The larger a player becomes,

the higher the rate of shrinkage it will endure. At some point, this rate can be made high

enough that it is not possible anymore for the player to increase in size.

Secondly, if a deeper analysis on field size would be made, one could find an optimal field

size for each peer to field density, where the network transfer rates and flow establishments

are closely to their optimal values.
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The two observations can be solved together by going beyond the static field sizes and

devise a technique where the field sizes can dynamically grow and shrink, or can even be

added or deleted. This way, the game state can be optimized in such a way that every peer

has the best network performance, or on a game logic level, players could theoretically

grow infinitely large.

In the current prototypes, network tickrate and framerate are coupled together. Opti-

mally, these two are decoupled from each other. This way, the framerate can be kept high

to provide smooth gameplay for the player, and the network tickrate can be altered. Peers

with a lower bandwidth can be directed to instances of the game with a lower network

tickrate, as is will require less bandwidth. To close the gap between fast rendering and

slower update messages of other players coming through, latency compensating techniques

such as client-side prediction can be used[26].

5.2 Spatial and hybrid model

As discussed in section 2.2.2, two other models exist. The spatial model focuses on the

peer rather than on the field. It is the responsibility of the peer to determine nearby peers

to exchange updates with. Here, triangulation techniques can be used [27].

The hybrid models makes use of so-called super peers. A super-peer is a node in a peer-

to-peer network that operates both as a server to a set of client peers, and as an equal

in a network of super-peers. Super-peer networks strike a balance between the efficiency

of centralized approach, and the autonomy, load balancing and robustness to attacks

provided by distributed approach[28].

It would be of interest to see if these models can lead to similar or better results if they

are used for the design of Ouroborosio on top of the Ouroboros prototype.

5.3 Beyond the simple MMOG

Of course, the MMOG chosen to implement in this work is very simple. Many different

MMOGs exist. They can be divided into three categories: Massively Multiplayer Online

Role Playing Games (MMORPGs), Massively Multiplayer Online Real Time Strategy

(MMORTS) and Massively Multiplayer Online First Person Shooter (MMOFPS). Their

execution requirements vary with the way of playing them. This work could be extended

to see if the techniques used here are viable for other, more complex kinds of MMOGs.
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6
Conclusion

Scaling of MMOGs is often restricted due to their centralized design. Decentralized ap-

proaches are impeded by limitations of the de facto standard TCP/IP Internet protocol

suite. A proof-of-concept MMOG was developed which is effectively scalable by dynam-

ically creating and managing sub-peer-to-peer networks based on the AOI of a player,

supporting on principles of the novel RINA networking architecture.

Leveraging the anycast and name-to-address binding features of the Ouroboros prototype

to perform network discovery and dynamic network managing, the game was developed

using a region model where the game world was partitioned into fields. Peers can join

and leave fields continually by setting up flows to other peers that posses the state of the

fields.

The proof-of-concept, called Ouroborosio, was developed on top of the Qt Framework

for its GUI capabilities and used the Ouroboros prototype, a framework implementing

the RINA principles, for networking functions. Google Protocol Buffers served as formal

message format for SDU traffic between peers.

Tests were performed where the objective was to measure the number of flow establish-

ments (either allocation or accepting) and average data transfer rates of bot peers. Here

the number of peers and total playable area were kept constant, while the number of fields

to represent this total area was variable. The results indicate the scalability and network

efficiency of the concept.
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Future work is proposed on the case where one region is highly populated, which could

potentially cause network communication problems. To circumvent this potential bot-

tleneck, one could use dynamic regions that change size according with the amount of

peers in the vicinity. Also, more fine-grained IM approaches using RINA principles can

be researched. Finally, to put the contributed techniques to the test, the viability of a

full-blown, complex MMOG could be explored.
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A
Ouroboros libouroboros-dev API

A.1 FLOW ALLOC, ACCEPT AND DEALLOC

A.1.1 NAME

flow accept, flow alloc, flow dealloc - allocate and free resources to support Inter-Process

Communication between application process instances

A.1.2 SYNOPSIS

#include <ouroboros/dev.h>

int flow accept(qosspec t * qs, const struct timespec * timeo);

int flow alloc(const char * dst name, qosspec t * qs, const struct timespec *

timeo);

int flow dealloc(int fd);

Compile and link with -louroboros.
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A.1.3 DESCRIPTION

These calls are used to allocate and free system and network resources to support Inter-

Process Communication (IPC). Such a collection of allocated system and network re-

sources is referred to as a flow. A flow has a certain Quality of Service (QoS) associated

with it.

The flow accept() function blocks the calling thread waiting for an incoming request

to allocate a flow. If qosspec t * qs is not NULL, the value of qs will be updated to

reflect the actual QoS provided by the IPC facility for the accepted flow. Which flows

this application will accept is configured outside of the program. For an explanation on

configuring which flows an application should accept, see irm(8).

The flow alloc() function requests to allocate system and/or network resources to support

Inter-Process Communication between the calling application and one or more application

process instances accepting flows for char * dst name, which cannot be NULL. The

flow alloc() call can specify a certain minimum qosspec t * qs that has to be guaranteed

by the IPC facility allocating the resources. This can be NULL if there is no QoS to be

guaranteed (best effort service). If qs is not NULL, the value of qs will be updated to

reflect the actual QoS provided by the IPC facility.

The flow accept() and flow alloc() take a const struct timespec * timeo to specify

a timeout. If timeo is NULL, the call will block indefinitely or until some error condition

occurs.

The flow dealloc() function will release any resources associated with the flow.

A qosspec t specifies the QoS characteristics of a flow.

A.1.4 RETURN VALUE

On success, flow accept() and flow alloc() calls return a non-negative integer, referred

to as a flow descriptor. On failure, a negative value indicating the error will be returned.

A.1.5 ERRORS

flow accept(), flow alloc() and flow dealloc() can return the following errors:

-EINVAL An invalid argument was passed.

-EIRMD Failed to contact an IRMd instance.

flow accept() and flow alloc() can also return
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-EBADF No more flow desciptors or port ids available.

-ENOMEM Not enough system memory resources available to allocate the flow.

-ETIMEDOUT Flow allocation timed out.

A.2 FLOW READ, FLOW WRITE

A.2.1 NAME

flow read, flow write - read and write from/to a flow

A.2.2 SYNOPSIS

#include <ouroboros/dev.h>

int flow read(int fd , void * buf , size t count);

int flow write(int fd , const void * buf , size t count);

Compile and link with -louroboros.

A.2.3 DESCRIPTION

The flow read() function attempts to read at most count bytes from the flow associated

with the allocated flow descriptor fd into the buffer pointed to by buf.

The flow write() function attempts to write count bytes from the supplied buffer buf to

the flow specified by fd.

A.2.4 RETURN VALUE

On success, flow read() returns the number of bytes read. On failure, a negative value

indicating the error will be returned.

On success, flow write() returns 0. On failure, a negative value indicating the error will

be returned. Passing a NULL pointer for buf returns 0 with no other effects.
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A.2.5 ERRORS

-EINVAL An invalid argument was passed.

-EIRMD Failed to contact an IRMd instance.

-EBADF Invalid flow descriptor passed.

-ENOTALLOC The flow was not allocated.

A.3 OUROBOROS INIT, FINI

A.3.1 NAME

ouroboros init, ouroboros fini - initialize and finalize an application for using Ouroboros

A.3.2 SYNOPSIS

#include <ouroboros/dev.h>

int ouroboros init(char * apn);

void ouroboros fini(void);

Compile and link with -louroboros.

A.3.3 DESCRIPTION

The ouroboros init() call initializes an application process instance for using the Ouroboros

IPC infrastructure. If the application is a server or peer, a char * apn has to be provided

indicating the application process that this instance belongs to. This is usually argv[0].

A client application may pass NULL. The ouroboros fini() call will release all resources

allocated by ouroboros fini().

ouroboros init() and ouroboros fini() should be called only once in the application.

A.3.4 RETURN VALUE

On success, ouroboros init() returns 0. On failure, a negative value indicating the error

will be returned. The ouroboros fini() function has no return value.
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A.3.5 ERRORS

ouroboros init() can return the following errors:

-EIRMD Failed to contact an IRMd instance.

-ENOMEM Insufficient system resources to intialize the application.

A.4 COLOPHON

These pages are part of the Ouroboros project, found at https://bitbucket.org/ouroboros-

rina/ouroboros
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B
Google Protocol Buffers Listings

Listing B.1: All the Protocol Buffer message types used in Ouroborosio 1.0. See comments

for further explanation.

1 // This is the main container message. Only messages of this type will←↩
be actually sent over flows. The enum Header and use of optional ←↩

fields allows for dynamic identification of the message type.

2 message mMessage {

3 enum Header {

4 DUMMY = 0;

5 DOWNLOAD_STATE = 1;

6 UPLOAD_STATE = 2;

7 DOWNLOAD_PEER = 3;

8 UPLOAD_PEER = 4;

9 EVENT = 5;

10 }

11

12 required Header header = 1;

13 optional mEvent event = 2;

14 optional mPeer singlePeer = 3;

15 optional mPeerList peerList = 4;

16 optional mFoodList foodList = 5;

17 }

18

19 // The mEvent message type is a container for all the possible game ←↩
events. Also here an enum is used to identify what event is packed.
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20 message mEvent {

21 enum Type {

22 DUMMY = 0;

23 PLAYER_UPDATE = 1;

24 EAT_FOOD = 2;

25 RESPAWN_FOOD = 3;

26 EAT_PLAYER = 4;

27 }

28 required Type type = 1;

29 optional mPlayer player = 2;

30 optional mEatFood eatfood = 3;

31 optional mRespawnFood respawnfood = 4;

32 optional mEatBlob eatBlob = 5;

33 }

34

35 // A type of event to notify a playerblob has been eaten.

36 message mEatBlob {

37 required string name = 1;

38 required int32 id = 2;

39 }

40

41 // A type of event containing a player update. The player consists of ←↩
an array blobs - here defined using a nested type.

42 message mPlayer {

43 message mBlob {

44 required int32 mass = 1;

45 required int32 x = 2;

46 required int32 y = 3;

47 required int32 id = 4;

48 }

49

50 repeated mBlob blobs = 1;

51 }

52

53 // A type of event indicating a food pellet has been eaten.

54 message mEatFood {

55 required int32 key = 1;

56 }

57

58 // A type of event indicating a food pellet has respawned.

59 message mRespawnFood {

60 required int32 key = 1;

61 }

62

63 // A message containing a single peer 's unique name , used for ←↩
identification.

64 message mPeer {

65 required string uniqueName = 1;
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66 }

67

68 // A message used for the game state download , containing a list of ←↩
peers. Bool next is used for fragmentation.

69 message mPeerList {

70 repeated mPeer peer = 1;

71 required bool next = 2;

72 }

73

74 // A message defining a food pellet.

75 message mFood {

76 required int32 key = 1;

77 required int32 x = 2;

78 required int32 y = 3;

79 required bool eaten = 4;

80 }

81

82 // A message used for the game state download , containing a list of ←↩
food pellets. Bool next is used for fragmentation.

83 message mFoodList {

84 repeated mFood foodlist = 1;

85 required bool next = 2;

86 }

Listing B.2: All the Protocol Buffer message types used in Ouroborosio 2.0. See comments

for further explanation.

1 // This is the main container message. Only messages of this type will←↩
be actually sent over flows. The enum Header and use of optional ←↩

fields allows for dynamic identification of the message type.

2 message mMessage {

3 enum Header {

4 EVENT = 0;

5 INIT_GAME_REQ = 1;

6 INIT_GAME_RESP = 2;

7 JOIN_GAMEFIELD_REQ = 3;

8 JOIN_GAMEFIELD_RESP = 4;

9 NEW_NETWORK_CONNECTION = 5;

10 NEW_EVENT_CONNECTION = 6;

11 DUMMY = 7;

12 }

13

14 required Header header = 1;

15 optional mEvent event = 2;

16 optional string uniqueName = 3;

17 optional mInitGame initGame = 4;

18 optional mGameField field = 5;

19 optional mPeer peer = 6;
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20 }

21

22 // The mEvent message type is a container for all the possible game ←↩
events. Also here an enum is used to identify what event is packed.

23 message mEvent {

24 enum Type {

25 DUMMY = 0;

26 PLAYER_UPDATE = 1;

27 EAT_FOOD = 2;

28 RESPAWN_FOOD = 3;

29 EAT_PLAYER = 4;

30 END_CONNECTION = 5;

31 }

32 required Type type = 1;

33 optional mPlayer player = 2;

34 optional mFood food = 3;

35 optional mEatBlob eatBlob = 4;

36 }

37

38 // The mInitGame message is sent between a peer wanting to join a new ←↩
game and a peer already in the game. The starting position and ←↩
field can be sent along.

39 message mInitGame {

40 required int32 startX = 1;

41 required int32 startY = 2;

42 required mGameField field = 3;

43 optional int32 boundsX = 4;

44 optional int32 boundsY = 5;

45 optional int32 boundsSize = 6;

46 }

47

48 // The mGameField message contains a chunck of the gamestate of one ←↩
field , which is uniquely identified by its coordinates. The bool ←↩
next is used for fragmentation.

49 message mGameField {

50 required int32 topLeftX = 1;

51 required int32 topLeftY = 2;

52 repeated mPeer peers = 3;

53 repeated mFood foods = 4;

54 required bool next = 5;

55 }

56

57 // A type of event to notify a playerblob has been eaten.

58 message mEatBlob {

59 required string name = 1;

60 required int32 id = 2;

61 }

62
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63 // A type of event containing a player update. The player consists of ←↩
an array blobs - here defined using a nested type.

64 message mPlayer {

65 message mBlob {

66 required int32 mass = 1;

67 required int32 x = 2;

68 required int32 y = 3;

69 required int32 id = 4;

70 }

71

72 repeated mBlob blobs = 1;

73 }

74

75 // A message containing a single peer 's unique name , used for ←↩
identification , and his display name , to be shown on screen.

76 message mPeer {

77 required string uniqueName = 1;

78 required string displayName = 2;

79 }

80

81 // A message defining a food pellet. Note that there are no more ←↩
mRespawnFood or mEatFood messages anymore. In Ouroboros 2.0 the ←↩
state change is deduced by the mEvent header containing this mFood ←↩
message.

82 message mFood {

83 required string key = 1;

84 optional int32 x = 2;

85 optional int32 y = 3;

86 optional bool eaten = 4;

87 }
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C
Area of Interest Peer-to-Peer Networks

This appendix is a mere collection of screenshots taken from six instances of Ouroborosio

2.0. The instances are running a special debugging version of the game, this to visualize

extra information. The screenshots are shown in Figure C.1.
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(a) The AOI and peer network of the player with unique name andromeda.ouroboros.io.7344.
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(b) The AOI and peer network of the player with unique name andromeda.ouroboros.io.7384.
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(c) The AOI and peer network of the player with unique name andromeda.ouroboros.io.7728.
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(d) The AOI and peer network of the player with unique name andromeda.ouroboros.io.7603.
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(e) The AOI and peer network of the player with unique name andromeda.ouroboros.io.7354.
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(f) The AOI and peer network of the player with unique name andromeda.ouroboros.io.7420.

Figure C.1: This figure displays an overhead view of the Area of Interests of six players
of the same networked instance of Ouroborosio 2.0. This debugging overhead view is
different from how a player will actually view the game; field borders and buffer borders
as well as the field’s coordinates are printed. Flows to other peers are printed with a line
as well. Lastly, the view is zoomed out to encompass the peer’s entire Area of Interest.
Each peer’s Area of Interest consists of the field it currently resides in plus this field’s
eight neighbouring fields. Remark that the field sizes are chosen arbitrarily small for the
purpose of this illustration.
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